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Friday, September 17, 2021
Zoom Orientation with Q&A
Mike D, Zoom Advisor
Area Standing Committee Chair Meeting
Kacie N, Area 40 Chair
•

The Committee reviewed portions of the Area 40 Policy and Procedures Manual
(Introduction, Area 40 Service Guidelines and Qualifications)

•

The Committee discussed things that worked well and things that did not work as well
from the Spring assembly.
Assembly Attendees Welcome Session

Connie R, Area 40 Delegate

Saturday, September 18, 2021
The Assembly was opened with the Serenity Prayer at 8:07 am by Area 40 Chair/Alternate
Delegate Kacie N. The Twelve Traditions were read by Sara N, D61 GSR. The Twelve
Concepts were read by Megan P, D72 Alt GSR.
Orientation to the Assembly
Connie R, Area 40 Delegate, Panel 71
Good morning everyone. I am Connie and I am an alcoholic. I have the privilege and
honor of serving Area 40 as Panel 71 Delegate to the General Service Conference. Will everyone
who is attending their first Area Assembly, please raise your hand? Welcome! Those who have
not raised your hands, remember these individuals. You can lower your hands.
I told this story at orientation at the spring assembly this year but I feel it is important to
repeat.
25 years ago, I stood in the front of the assembly holding a sign that said “Committee” as
Robbie S and Bob H explained how our Area 40 assemblies would be done if the Area
agreed to adopt the Committee System. I was in awe of Robbie and Bob and their ability
to help everyone understand the new way we will be conducting our area assemblies.
Standing there confused but willing to participate, just as many of you may be feeling
today, I never would have imagined that I would be standing here today as your Area 40
Delegate.
I feel that story is important because I hope each new attendee realize that you and I all started at
the same place when we come to Area Assembly. As with everything in AA you don’t have to
do this alone.
One of my favorite parts in the Big Book is on page 89, where it explains what will
happen for us as we embark on this new way of life. “Life will take on a new meaning. To watch
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people recover, to see them help others, to watch loneliness vanish, to see a fellowship grow up
about you, to have a host of friends—this is an experience you must not miss.”
General
Service work is part of the triangle that affords us the opportunity to “have a fellowship grow up
about you.” Doing area virtually does not offer us the opportunity to receive the hugs and
handshakes that a face to face does but we can find creative ways to get to know each other. I
encourage those who have been to Area before to find someone who raised their hand and offer
to be their Area buddy. At my first assembly, sitting by someone who knew what was going on
eased my fears and they gladly answered many of my questions. It helps to remember that we are
all here to help each other help the still suffering alcoholic.
Will all DCMs raise your hand? Thank you for your willingness to take your service
work to another level and for the example that you all set in your respective districts that General
Service work is not a do-it-once-and-you’re-done deal. After our secretary, Lisa, does roll call,
we will ask districts to go into their district breakout room. Whether you’re a GSR, Alternate
GSR, District Rep or just a visitor, please join your DCM in the break out room. DCMs will take
roll of voting members and non-voting members representing the district. Alternate GSRs will
only have a vote if their GSR is not present and Alternate DCMs will have a vote only if their
DCM is not here. DCM’s please identify your District Reps. District Reps appointed to a
committee have a vote in that committee but not out in the general assembly, unless they are a
GSR.
The DCM will give the collected information to Lisa. The collected information helps to
establish a quorum, which is two-thirds of the eligible voters. With very few exceptions,
everything we vote on here is decided by what we call “substantial unanimity”. What that means
is that, as long as we have a quorum (two-thirds of the registered voters) any item we vote on
must receive two thirds of the counted votes in order to pass. (Kacie will explain this as we take
our votes)
Will all Past Delegates please raise your hands? Please keep them raised. I feel it’s
important to note that these folks have taken the time and put forth the effort, time and time
again, some for decades, to leave their Home Groups, leave their Districts and leave the Area, to
do the work necessary to ensure that the hand of AA, as a whole, is always there reaching out to
the still suffering alcoholic. This Assembly Andrew W. is the interim Chair for the CPC
Committee as well as Area Advisor. Sharon S is interim Chair for the Literature Committee.
Thank you for your continued service to Area 40/Please lower your hands.
Will all past Trustees please raise your hands? I wanted to take a moment to recognize
Andrew W who served as the West Central Regional Trustee from 2013 to 2016 and. Carole B
who served three years as a Non-Trustee Director of the Grapevine, from 2013 to 2015 and a
four year rotation as a General Service Trustee from 2016 to 2020. Serving as a Trustee is a LOT
of work and requires a huge commitment of time. Area 40 and AA as a whole owe much
gratitude to both Andrew and Carole for their dedication. Thank you!
Our job this weekend is to establish and gather the informed group conscience of Area 40
pertaining to the matters on our Agenda. Kacie, our Area Chair/Alt Delegate will be facilitating
the assembly according to a loose interpretation of Roberts Rule of Order, an interpretation that
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Secretary’s Report
Lisa C, Area 40 Secretary
Good morning! My name is Lisa, and I’m an alcoholic. I have the privilege to serve as your Area
40 Secretary and Registrar.
DCMs, if you haven’t already sent me a sign-up sheet for your district, please be sure to send it to
me by 10 am. If you did submit a sign-up sheet that you need to add or subtract some people from
it, please email me those changes – secretary@aa-montana.org. Please also email your DCM
reports to that same email address before the end of the Assembly.
Committee chairs, please email me your reports and the notes or minutes taken during your
committee meeting along with a list of the voting members in attendance. If your committee brings
a recommendation to the floor, please email me a written copy prior to presenting the motion
(secretary@aa-montana.org).
Lastly, here are the motions passed at the 2021 Spring Assembly:
MOTION made and seconded to elect Alex M Area 40 Webmaster by
acclimation. PASSED 57 for, 4 opposed, 4 abstained.
MOTION from Archives/Area 40 Structure and Policy Committee: After careful
consideration, and with the intention of clearly and accurately reporting the past
and present actions of Area 40, the Archives Committee recommends the
following changes be made to the Past Actions document:
a. Move page 4, Fall 2005 Item B “the Archives Committee conduct, with the
Area Archivist and the Area Advisor, an update of the Past Actions
Document—to ensure the applicability of any Past Actions, and to insure
the historical position of certain Past Actions. This review will be
conducted during the second year of each rotation.” to “historical.”
b. Page 5, Fall 2017 “Voting membership of each committee to include the
Area Service Chair, who will serve as chair of the committee” replace
“Area Service Chair” with “Standing Committee Chair”
c. Page 5, Fall 2017 “it was agreed that the dashboard be accessible to
standing committee chairs, DCMs, GSRs, Area officers and DRs” replace
“DRs” with “District Representatives”
d. Add an “Area Advisor” section to page 7
e. Page 21 Fall 2004: Change “Area” to “Area 40”
f. Change Page 26, Fall 2012 from “make available via the website BTG
mini sites with first name, last name or initial, hometown, sobriety date,
contact telephone # 1, contact telephone # 2 and email address” to “make
available via a password protected landing page…..”
g. Move Spring 2014 Special Needs/Accessibilities survey to historical
PASSED 68 for, 0 against, 3 abstained.
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MOTION made and seconded to extend the Sunday meeting by 30 minutes and
close the Assembly at 12:35 pm. PASSED 50 for, 2 opposed, 0 abstained.
Thank you for giving me an opportunity to serve the Fellowship that has given me so much.
Motions from the 2021 Fall Assembly
MOTION made and seconded to elect Jake L. Area 40 Treasurer by acclimation.
PASSED 66 for/0 opposed/2 abstain.

The Archive Committee presented two motions:
MOTION: In the spirit of keeping our organizational documents as up to date and reflective
of our current practices as possible the Archives Structure and Policy Committee
recommends the following edits be made to the Area 40 Policies and Procedures manual:
a. Item 6.1 – Replace last sentence beginning, “Every six months…” with, “The
financial report is posted on the Area 40 website and, also, e-mailed to the Finance
and Area Committees monthly.”
b. Items 8.1 and G4.5 – Add sentence stating, “The Area 40 Treasurer is a secondary
signer on the Pink Can account.”
c. Item G5.3 – Insert “and a District Representative” after “…and a DCM…” to
read, “…and a DCM and District Representative selected from the hat.”
d. Add Item G5.7 – “The finance and area committees will receive e-mailed monthly
financial reports from the Treasurer.”
e. Item G12.5j – Change the “PI Chair” to “Hotline Chair” in the second sentence.
Delete the remainder of the second sentence after “…to the Area 40 Treasurer for
payment.” Delete the third sentence.
f. Add Item G12.5l – “Area Treasurer is also a secondary signer on the Pink Can
account.”
g. Item Q12.3 – Replace the word “useful” with the word “recommended” at the end
of the sentence.
PASSED 67 for/2 opposed/3 abstain.
MOTION: The Structure and Policy committee recommends that an ad hoc committee be
formed to address several concerns surrounding the Area 40 Triangle. The committee
ought to address the following questions:
• What is the circulation/readership of the Area 40 Triangle?
o How many paid subscriptions are there?
o How many hits are there to the Triangle webpage?
• How many times a year should the Triangle be produced?
• What should the content of the Triangle be?
o Should the scope of the Triangle be expanded in Policies and Procedures to
include more personal interest (archival materials, etc)?
o How should that content be generated?
• What should the role of the Area 40 Triangle Editor be?
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Non-rotating position, etc.
• What is the expense of producing the Triangle?
• Should Area 40 continue to support the production of the Area 40 Triangle?
• Consider other research at their discretion including past actions, Policies and
Procedures, etc.
The committee should consider data from this and past rotations. Once assigned by the
Area Chair the committee will convene for six months investigating the inquiries above
and presenting their recommendations at the Spring 2022 Assembly.
PASSED 63 for/2 opposed/1 abstain.
o

MOTION: The Finance Committee recommended that the proposed budget for 2022 (attached as
Appendix A) be accepted by Area 40. PASSED 61 for/0 opposed/3 abstain.

MOTION: The Treatment Committee presented a motion by floor action for consideration at this
Assembly:
The Treatment Committee recommends that the link to the Bridging the Gap
electronic form on the Area 40 Website is made more accessible for
professionals. Final Area 40 website placement and design to be determined
by Area 40 Webmaster.
This would benefit the Area by making BTG more accessible for our professionals and enabling
easier access. There is no cost impact to the Area, except for the expense of the Area Webmasters
time to update the site. The proposal originated through organic discussion within the Treatment
committee. PASSED 50 for/5 opposed/2 abstain.

MOTION: Lynne W. – District 11 DCM – presented a motion by floor action for consideration at
this Assembly:
That Area 40 form an ad hoc committee to research a hybrid version for
Spring 2022 Area Assembly, including buying the equipment and/or hiring a
professional service.
Possible Ad Hoc Questions
Some of the possible questions for the committee are:
What equipment would be needed? Can we update the event venue?
•
•
•

booster for internet
microphones
breakout rooms
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What technology will be needed?
•
•

Area Zoom account?
What impact will the volume of activity make on accounts?

How many people are going to be needed to run it?
•
•
•

tech support
breakout rooms
polling including establishing quorum

How much $ are we proposing to spend, keeping in mind:
•
•
•

$ saved already & not spent from virtual Assemblies
$ budgeted for the Assemblies
$ saved in the future because not everyone would have to travel

The committee can research questions like these, and at the very least gather the
information so we can decide if a hybrid Assembly is an option in the Spring of 2022.
PASSED 42 for/15 opposed/3 abstain.
Financial Highlights
Jake L, Interim Area 40 Treasurer delivered a brief report on Area 40 finances. A copy of the
highlights report is attached as Appendix B.
Triangle Editor’s Report
No report available.
Area Chair Report
Good morning, Area 40, my name is Kacie, I’m an alcoholic and currently serving as your Area
40 Chair and Alternate Delegate.
It’s hard to summarize the activity and growth that’s happened since the Spring, but here’s my best
attempt! Shortly after the Spring Assembly, the Treasurer’s position was vacated, and a new officer
was needed. I stumbled on the first attempt at resolution but was lovingly directed to a section of
Area 40 Policy and Procedure that I had overlooked. A call went out to the fellowship for anyone
meeting the qualifications for Area Treasurer to submit their sobriety date and service history for
consideration. Next came a Zoom meeting where DCMs and Area Committee members heard the
qualifications of Jake L. and then, by acclimation, elected Jake to serve until a Third Legacy vote
could be conducted to make it official at this Fall Assembly. This was one of many opportunities
to grow in my understanding of our Policy and Procedures. I’m so grateful to the woman who took
the time to call me and share her experience to provide helpful course correction.
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Then there’s the activity of acting as a sponge for all the information Connie has to share. As an
Alternate Delegate I need to be able to step in as a sufficient substitute for Area 40 should Connie
not be able to fulfill any responsibilities she may have as Delegate. It’s also my job to provide
information and facilitate the sharing of it with DCMs and the Area Committee. Connie and I
communicate frequently and while she does her best to fill me in on anything I may need to know,
I do my best to absorb it all. A genuine effort is made to support each other in our service jobs
while also practicing autonomy in those responsibilities. I’m so grateful Connie has allowed me to
learn this service position with her as my predecessor but also has trusted me to make decisions
and mistakes knowing that I’m not quite powerful enough to destroy AA.
Sometimes concerns are brought to my attention that warrant holding a special meeting with
DCMs and the Area Committee on behalf of the Area 40 fellowship. This happened a couple of
times this summer. One of those concerns was about holding the Area 40 Fall Assembly in person
amid growing cases of COVID19 in Montana. Options were considered, discussion was held, votes
were taken, and minority opinion was heard – all via Zoom and email. This process resulted in a
vote of substantial unanimity to not proceed with the Assembly in person as previously planned.
Decisions like this are not made lightly. I know that all involved, and likely everyone here today,
would prefer the opportunity to chat in the hallway between sessions, share meals together, shake
hands, and hug. But our common welfare must come first including the health and safety of all our
fellowship while conducting Area 40 business. I’d like to thank Mike, Dave, Alex, and Bradley
for all their work on the tech side of this Assembly.
Last weekend I had the privilege of being able to attend the West Central Regional Forum virtually
on Zoom. I won’t say too much on this because I don’t want to steal any of Summer’s thunder
from tomorrow morning’s forum report. However, I must share about my favorite presentation
from Marita, our Trustee-at-Large US. She shared stories of AA around the world and the efforts
made to help not just the still suffering alcoholic, but also the fellowships that don’t benefit from
many things you and I may take for granted. Her stories reminded me that while I may never
personally need the Big Book translated into Spanish, Braille, Swahili, or Plain Language; while I
may never know the obstacles of a minority race, the armed forces, or the LGBTQIA community;
while I may never have to take a 3-hour plane ride followed by a 2-hour boat ride just too get to a
meeting of my fellows; there are alcoholics that do. And that when anyone, anywhere, reaches out
for help that really means anyone, anywhere, not just alcoholics that look like me, think like me,
and live in my cozy Montana town. Page S1 of the service manual says, “Concerning any given
service, we therefore pose but one question: “Is this service really needed?” If it is, then maintain
it we must, or fail in our mission to those who need and seek AA.”
This rotation of service has challenged me to sharpen my AA tools. To not just read but practice
our Traditions and apply our Concepts. To be vulnerable, ask for help, and seek council from other
trusted servants. To not give up and to practice gratitude. Because I get to enjoy an incredibly
blessed life today and it is because of you people and this way of life. And I want every alcoholic
out there to be afforded the same opportunity.
In Love and Service,
Kacie N.
Area 40 Chair/Alternate Delegate
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DCM Reports
District 11 DCM Report
DCM Report District 11
Hi ya’ll! We have persevered through our challenging times here in District 11.
Most of our groups are meeting in person, and some have continued to have a Zoom
option. We have a total of 23 active groups, over 100 meetings a week. Activities
abound in District 11! Individual groups had campouts, our local Intergroup put
one together, and we joined with District 12 for a campout. Great Falls invited some
of our members to speak at one of their events. Our Delegate came to Billings to
give her report to us in-person. It meant over 20 people sat around on Saturday
afternoon, discussing Alcoholics Anonymous & learning how our service structure
works. Coming up on October 22 & 23, a member has planned a Spiritual Principles
workshop and everyone is invited!
We are working hard to continue carrying the message. We are starting a different
procedure for PCP 12-step calls, involving rotating the responsibility throughout
our groups. My homegroup, Westend, has started offering 9 am meetings, because
we saw the need to offer meetings to people who work afternoon shifts and
struggled to attend meetings. AA is going strong here in District 11!
In loving service,
Lynne W

, DCM District 11

District 12 DCM Report
Hello Area 40
I’m Dave R
and I’m a Grateful Alcoholic and Alt DCM of District 12. What
a crazy year or so,
We lost our ALT DCM Jackson R. to brain cancer, and how they have me again as
alternates alternate DCM. District 12 covers a large area for Harlowton to laurel
and up to Red lodge. With meetings in Absarokee, Columbus, Fromberg, Laurel,
Harlowton, Big Timber, Joliet and Red Lodge so with a little traveling you can get
a good dose of AA, all great meetings.
District 12 has two functions every year Firemen’s Point Campout and the MidWinter social and both were canceled last year, this year started out great, Covid
was down and we were able to have Firemen’s Point Campout. Spam cook-off was
Friday night with a great turnout and incredible recipes. I sat this year out and was
picked to judge, now that was a hard job!! The winner was Tony with Spam Street
Tacos. Saturday we had the SOB poker run Sober Old Bikers and a BBQ when we
returned and a great Speaker Meeting, Dan rode his bike 700 miles to speak for us.
Sunday district 11 was there to cook breakfast and when we were done Connie give
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the Delegates report, Connie did a great job, and thank you very much!!
I hope we will get to do the Mid-winter social in February, it is wait and see right
now.
In November we will hold District elections and for a change we have a few
members express an interest in the position so next year we will have a new DCM.
It has been a crazy year a lot of up and downs but all & all it was AA and service
work that kept this alcoholic sane and for that I am grateful. It has been my honor
and privilege to serve as DCM for my District and work with all the great people at
Area 40.
Thank you Dave R

ALTs ALT DCM

District 41 DCM Report
Hello, my name is Ken and I’m an alcoholic. (Of the hopeless variety)
It is my honor and privilege to serve as the district 41 DCM. District 41 is a large
area spanning from I15 to highway 87 and north to south from highway 2 to
highway 12. Great Falls is the only urban area in our district.
The most exciting new news in our district is we that we have had three new
meetings sprout up in the last few months in small towns. Belt, Fort Benton, and
White Sulphur have all reported to district. I ask everyone in the area to please
attend these meetings if you are in the neighborhood. We have also had meetings
in Great Falls come back to life such as Sunday Serenity.
I was honored, grateful and humbled to attend the West Central Regional Forum
via Zoom. I was able to attend two workshops; one on Tradition 10 (Alcoholics
Anonymous has no opinion on outside issues; hence the A.A. name never be drawn
into public controversy”. The second workshop was about reaching “anyone
anywhere”, (except in Eastern Montana and Western North Dakota). I learned that
issues that are important to us in Montana may not be important to those in other
areas of the world and vice versa, that is why it is so important that A.A. stick to a
singleness of purpose an; no opinion must remain NO opinion.
District 41 had a phenomenal attendance at the Founder’s Day celebration in Great
Falls, thank you to our SYS Chair Cathy D. Along with the festivities we also had
great Al-Anon and A.A. speakers. Food and fellowship were enjoyed by all. We
also enjoyed a very good GSR workshop. “Fellowship of the Falls” in person was
a two-day event that was very successful. This is an annual event that is well
established and includes speakers and workshops. If you haven’t attended yet, put
it on your calendar for next year.
This year’s Fall Roundup is Great Falls, Nov 5-7. The theme is “Serenity at the
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Falls”. All DCM’s & GSR’s should have Registration Forms available, and folks
can also register at Eventbrite (search 2021 Fall Roundup). Please encourage your
members to register to make sure we have a well-attended and successful Roundup.
District 41 has had a challenging year but seems to have new enthusiasm in our
District meetings. Only one District Chair is not occupied. The Central Montana
Group drives over 200 miles roundtrip to attend these meetings the first Sunday of
ever month. But this weekend, many of our Great Falls fellows drove the 200 miles
to attend Area Assembly in person, the way that things should be done in AA.
I would like to finish up with a BIG Thank You to all the Area Chairs. Kasey you
are doing a great job, Connie thank you for your service. We hope that District 41
will stay active unlike our counterpart in Eastern Montana. I hope the Area has not
given up on those Districts.
District 51 DCM Report
Gene A. gave a DCM report for District 51. When these minutes were published,
a written version of the report was not available.
District 61 DCM Report
HEYYYYYYYYYYYY, Area 40.
I am grateful to serve as District 61’s DCM. In my first nine months as DCM, I
have enjoyed visiting groups and attending committee meetings in our District.
District 61 now meets the first Thursday of every month, at 6:30, in person and on
Zoom. In August, we moved to a hybrid meeting platform. Attendance is about half
zoom and half in person. Our District has meetings via Zoom, in-person, and many
hybrid meetings. District 61 continues to stay unified in the midst of challenging
times.
Like many districts, we have struggled with attendance at our district meetings.
Corrections and Treatment continue to need volunteers to take meetings into jails
and treatment centers. In September, Ty, the Area Corrections Chair, joined our
District via Zoom to share about the Pink Can and answer questions from the
District.
Our Workshop Committee is planning the next Attitude of Gratitude. They were
very excited to host an in-person Attitude of Gratitude. However, due to the
increasing number of COVID cases, the committee decided to move the event to a
virtual platform, so all who wish can participate. Please save the date for the 67th
Annual Attitude of Gratitude on November 13th.
We are excited to host the Spring 2022 Roundup. Our Roundup Committee is hard
at work and still in need of committee members.
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Don’t forget, District 61 has a bookstore. Our bookstore is open every Monday,
Thursday, and Saturday from 11:30 to 1:30.
I would like to close with AA’s Statement of Unity adopted in 1970.
This we owe to A.A.’s future:
To place our common welfare first;
To keep our fellowship united.
For on A.A. unity depend our lives,
And the lives of those to come.
In love and service,
Jessica S

, District 61 DCM

District 71 DCM Report
Jim J. gave a DCM report for District 51. When these minutes were published, a
written version of the report was not available.
District 72 DCM Report
Hello Area 40,
I'm Rick and I am an alcoholic. I currently have the privilege of serving as the
District 72 DCM. Our district covers Bozeman, Belgrade, Manhattan and
Livingston as well as the outlying towns of Gardner, West Yellowstone and Ennis.
It has been a very interesting time since the last assembly, there have been a lot of
changes to
the meeting schedule as groups go back to live meetings. We have a number of
groups doing hybrid zoom/live meetings, including the district business meeting on
the last Saturday of the month at 5 o'clock pm. Feel free to zoom in if you would
like, last month we were able to have Connie, the area delegate, give her report
virtually and then stay on for the business meeting.
When things started opening up in July our special events chair, Savannah, and her
committee
put on a service potluck at one of the local parks. We were able to sign a bunch of
people up to be on some of the district committees. Currently all but one of our
chair positions are filled, attendance at the district meetings has been a little light
and no one has showed up to stand for the CPC chair position. Our grapevine chair,
Angie, has been doing a great job of paring down our surplus operating balance by
participating in the Grapevine carry the message program. As instructed by a passed
motion brought by one of our groups, she has been purchasing three- one-year
subscriptions each month for local businesses, non-profits and the Gallatin County
Detention Center (GCDC).
Regarding the GCDC, in June we were allowed to take weekly meetings back into
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the facility, we have a pretty regular group of volunteers, but are always looking
for new people. Our treatment committee is now taking a live meeting to the
Montana Chemical Dependency Center (MCDC) on the third Saturday of every
month.
We have an upcoming event being hosted by the HOW group, their annual speaker
event.
Currently it is scheduled to be a live/zoom hybrid workshop and speaker on the 2nd
of October. There is a flyer on the Area 40 website, Don L. from Bellingham
Washington is the speaker.
The transition back to live meetings has not been as simple and straightforward as
the move to
zoom was. Hopefully principles will win out over personalities and our common
welfare will be the deciding factor. I am reminded of a line from a movie that Don
M. from Colorado shared with me at my first Regional Forum in Casper Wyoming,
" The needs of the many outweigh the needs of the few, or the one" Spock Live
long and prosper.
Yours in service
Rick H. District 72 DCM
District 81 DCM Report
Greetings Area 40,
It is an honor and privilege to represent District 81 as District Committee Member.
District 81 is located in western Montana; we have meetings as far west as Trout
Creek, as far north as Polson, as far east as Seeley Lake, and as far south as
Missoula. Before the pandemic began, our district had approximately 45 groups
with 100 meetings per week. As covid restrictions have gradually decreased, the
group conscience has led certain groups to meet again in person; other groups
remain in a digital or hybrid format. At the district level, we are continuously
updating our printed schedules as well as the Area 40 website to reflect the
sweeping changes still occurring in our district.
Our District 81 business meetings are held on the 3rd Sunday of each month from
2-4pm. In the spring of this year, our district was meeting exclusively on zoom.
Since mid-summer, our local clubhouse was able to provide an effective hybrid
option. We now offer an in-person and online option, and we are proud to announce
that we have been no homicides when we stumble through votes on motions… we
are dishing out resentments like candy though. To accommodate the hybrid format,
our district has voted to purchase our own Zoom account and has created a “zoom
administrator” service position. Since our district rotated service positions at the
beginning of this year, we have a dedicated and engaged group of 10ish General
Service Representatives that attend the district meetings each month and another 510 district committee chairs that attend each month. To all of you from district 81
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attending here today, especially those at your first area assembly, I thank you from
the bottom of my resentful little heart.
Now I’ll awkwardly transition and discuss events in our district. Missoula was set
to host the West Central Regional Forum this year. This event has been postponed,
as the General Service Office has chosen to delay many in-person forums for two
years. Therefore, Missoula plans to host a regional forum in 2023. In a similar vein,
the Western Area Conference of Young People in Alcoholics Anonymous
(commonly known as WACYPAA) was set to take place in Missoula at the end of
2020. This conference was also delayed; the WACYPAA host committee hopes to
have an in-person event sometime during the summer 2022. Our district, in
coordination with a local group, hosted our Founder’s Day event. In honor of the
event-starved covid years, our district opted to forgo the traditional afternoon BBQ
and instead hosted a weekend campout. Thank you so much to Connie for providing
your delegate’s report at this event. We look forward to hosting our Thanksgiving,
Christmas, and New Year’s Eve events.
Throughout the past six months, our district earnestly seeks to carry the message of
recovery to those suffering from alcoholism. Many of the treatment facilities and
hospitals have begun to allow visitors and AA meetings to return. We also take
meetings into Montana Chemical Dependence Center in Butte and Montana State
Prison in Deer Lodge. A jail in Missoula provided trainings for AA volunteers after
emerging from an extended Covid lockdown but has again closed to visitors. In lieu
of our typical expenditures, our district is dedicated to donating a percentage of our
income to the General Service Office. We are currently experiencing a noticeable
decrease in contributions to our district, but we are not in any financial difficulties.
As I said, it is an honor and a privilege to represent and serve this district.
Trevor F
District 91 DCM Report
As most of you know, a trip to NW Montana to drive the iconic Going-to-the-Sun
Road this summer required a special entrance ticket. Earlier this summer, it was
quite a challenge for many to get one, and many were turned away, disappointed.
However, if you came to District 91 for great AA fun and fellowship, you would
have punched all of your fun tickets, no disappointments!
As usual, District 91 held many fun events this summer. Campouts are always big
on the list and even some heavy smoke and fire restrictions did not prevent several
very successful overnights. Flathead Valley Serenity Group sponsored The
Founder’s Day Campout, and The Canyon Group sponsored the Swan Lake
Campout, both were held in June. Flathead Valley Intergroup sponsored the always
well-attended Emery Bay Campout in August. Word is that a great time was had
by all! The Whitefish Group held its annual Labor Day picnic, as well. In addition
to these special events, The Baffled Lot Group has added a monthly Potluck
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Speaker meeting, 3rd Friday of the month, Intergroup continues with monthly
Birthday meetings, the last Saturday of the month, following their business
meeting. We now have a speaker meeting every Friday night in District 91, except
those months that have 5 Fridays! From the Tobacco Valley, thru the Flathead
Valley, South to Elmo on Flathead Lake and East to West Glacier, District 91 has
over 100 weekly, in-person meetings, we also have at least one Zoom meeting per
day and several hybrid meetings held each week. District 91 holds a hybrid monthly
business meeting the last Sunday of the month at 3:00 p.m., currently meeting at
The Alano Club in Kalispell. We generally have good attendance, averaging about
15 to 18 attendees each month. We are still waiting for the right people to step up
and be willing to fill a few positions currently open, but we are confident our
obligations are being fulfilled. Our Area Delegate, Connie R., came to our District
meeting in July. Potluck and fellowship were held prior to an enlightening Delegate
Report. District 91 saw an overwhelming influx of tourists this summer, which led
to some very full meeting rooms, as well as empty grocery shelves, no parking
spaces, and packed restaurants. With typical District 91 hospitality, our out-oftowners and newcomers were welcomed with open arms (or elbow bumps for
Covid safety).
As it is everywhere, it’s been a difficult, challenging year in so many ways. But
District 91 rose to the challenge, using the Traditions and Concepts as our guide,
continued to carry the message, serve the fellowship, and have some fun to boot!
In Service,
Sheila J.
District 91 DCM
District 93 DCM Report
Greetings everyone from district93. My name is Mark and I'm an alcoholic. I serve
as dcm. We hope everyone is doing well and working thru these unique times were
in.
We have 15 groups running face to face with at least 2 happening everyday. A few
groups haven't been able to come back yet but hopefully in time they'll return. We
also haven't been able to take meetings into our local jail yet. Our district is strong
and have awesome representation from our groups and district chairs. Our district
business meeting is held the 3rd Sunday at 4pm. All are encouraged and welcome
to attend.
We were able to host our annual campout at lake como again this year. The weather
was kind and the fellowship was beautiful. Speaking of beautiful, on Sunday our
wonderful delegate Connie gave her report. Thank you Connie for your sevice, we
Love you. Also thanks to all who attended and helped with this.
The Darby/Conner group was also able to host its annual "Norms picnic" campout.
Some amazing measures have been taken to keep this gathering happening every
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year. Hoping this event will continue to grow.
So as we move into the final months of this year 2021 we stay hopeful. We're
hoping the holidays coming will be good. We pray that everyone will be safe and
healthy. So until we can meet again, hug and hold hands to pray together may "God
bless you and keep you till then". Keep on trudging. Much love being sent out from
93. Thank you for letting me be of service. Mark H. DCM dist.93
Districts 21, 23, 31, and 42 - No DCM report given.
Workshop: Lessons from the Pandemic
Carole B., Panel 59 Delegate - Presentation attached as Appendix C.
Third Legacy Election of Area 40 Treasurer
•
•
•

Jake L. (D72) was nominated, and the nomination was seconded. Jake L. accepted the
nomination and gave his service history.
Haily D. (D51) was nominated. Haily declined the nomination.
Jake L. was elected Area 40 Treasurer by acclimation (66 for, 0 opposed, 2 abstained).
Delegate’s Report with Q&A

Hello every one, I’m Connie and I am an alcoholic. It is an honor and privilege to serve as Area
40’s Delegate. 25 years ago, I could never have imagined that I would be serving as a delegate. At
that time, I didn’t even know what I was doing at Area as the alt GSR for my home group. After
that assembly, I was bitten by the service bug. I met a woman who was active in the service
structure at the district level. Because of her actions and involvement, I started participating in
service at District 41. When Gerry and I moved to Helena, she was the one who strongly suggested
that I get involved with District 61. I did as she suggested and I ended up smack dab in the middle
of AA, not only in District 61 but also the State of Montana, the West Central Region and now the
Fellowship as a whole thru General Service Conference. The Big Book gives us a promise in the
Chapter Working with others, it is: “to see a fellowship grow up about you, to have a host of
friends—this is an experience you must not miss.” A promise that will come true for each one of
us when we step out of ourselves and serve others.
The General Service Conference was held virtually April 17th thru April 24th. The theme for the
conference was “A.A. in a Time of Change”. What an appropriate topic for what has been
happening throughout our fellowship. We have had to adapt to doing usual business in unusual
ways. At the beginning of the conference, there was a quote shared from the Forward to the Second
Edition, page xix, “But out of this frightening and at first disrupting experience the conviction
grew that A.A.’s had to stick together or die separately. We had to unify our Fellowship or pass
off the Scene. As we discovered the principles by which the individual alcoholic could live, so we
had to evolve principles by which the A.A. groups and A.A. as a whole could survive and function
effectively.”
This was a perfect quote to for me. I was reminded that I needed to come every day to the
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conference with an open heart and an open mind. I needed to listen without the prejudices of my
own opinion, which at times were difficult. When those prejudices reared their ugly head, I was
able to pray and ask for the guidance to remember that the work all of us were doing was for the
fellowship as a WHOLE, not just our Areas.
I had the privilege of being assigned to the Finance Conference Committee and as a secondary
assignment the Archives Conference Committee. On the Finance committee, I felt very much in
the minority, in particular with regards to the Google Grants item. We were asked to review the
report on Google Grant but there was no report included with this agenda item. The report was
finally sent out to only the committee members at the end of March. I really felt we should request
that this be brought back to the 2022 Finance Conference Committee and include the report so the
review could be done correctly. The committee came to the conclusion that Google Grants was a
discount provided to all non-profits organizations and therefore not a violation of our Seventh
Tradition
I want to start off my report with the good news about the finances of the General Service Office.
In March 2020, everything shut down. 7th tradition contributions were barely trickling in. In order
for GSO to continue to do services, they had to dip into the Reserve Fund by about $3M. A call
went out the fellowship about the fact GSO was having to use the Reserve funds to continue to
business. The fellowship stepped up and provided the needed funds. 2020 Saw the highest 7the
Tradition that GSO has every recorded. We as a fellowship contributed $10.6M. Cost of services
were 94.9% covered, compared to 2019 which was 69.8%. We were almost 100% self-supporting,
maybe we can accomplish that this year. Area 40’s group contributions to GSO were pretty
outstanding also. Of the 289 registered groups in Area 40, 135 contributed. Area 40’s Group
contributions per Capita was $9.59. With all the group contributions and the other contributions,
such as birthday contributions and other special contributions, Area 40’s per Capita Contributions
was $12.66. GREAT JOB AREA 40!! The cost of service per capita for the last year was $7.34.
We far exceed that last year, which means we not only covered our Area’s cost of services but we
helped cover cost of services for other Areas. But as the Big Book states, we can’t rest on our
laurels, and we can’t rely upon paying for cost of service based on last year’s contributions. Our
job is to continue the 7th tradition contributions to cover our cost of service and again help those
who can’t.
I sent to all the DCMs and Committee Chairs the Final Advisory Actions report. If you did not
receive one, please contact your DCM or contact me. This year’s GSC had a heavy workload. If
you were here in the spring, you know that there was 1487 pages of background material with 110
Agenda items. Of those 110 agenda items, 47 came out of committee as a made a seconded motion.
On top of that we had 6 floor actions that we dealt with on the final day of the conference. For me
I was done on Saturday at 12:30 pm MST.
I’m just going to cover a couple of items that were discussed at the Area 40’s Spring Assembly:
Literature Committee:
1. Recommended and approved Fifth Edition Big Book to be developed and a progress
report brought back to the 2022 Literature Conference Committee. , keeping in mind the
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1995 Advisory Action that: “The first 164 pages of the Big Book, Alcoholics
Anonymous, the Preface, the Forewords, ‘The Doctor’s Opinion,’ ‘Dr. Bob’s
Nightmare,’ and the Appendices remain as is,”
• Basically the Fifth Edition is to get new Stories
2. Recommended and approved to translate the Big Book into plain and simple language
and a progress report be given to Conference Literature Committee in 2022
• This is a TRANLATION….Simple Language is an actual language just
like French, Spanish or Navajo.
Corrections:
1. Recommended and approve to change the language from inmate & felon to “Person in
Custody”.
The Area discussed this item a lot and when a sense of the Area was taken, the majority
was against changing the language. When this agenda item came forward at Conference, I
voted against it. Then a minority opinion was shared. The individual shared that because of
the use of inmate & felon in some of our literature, the correctional facilities would not
allow the literature to be in the facility. This was not about the inmates or felons being
offended, this became about how do we make sure the literature can get into the hands of
those in the correction facility. As a voter in the Majority, I made a motion to reconsider.
After much discussion, I felt that the use of the language “Person in Custody” would allow
us to continue to carry the message into the correction facilities. The language will also
cover those who have not been convicted or even for those who are in mental facilities.
Floor Actions:
As I mentioned earlier there were 6 floor actions. When the floor actions began there were 5 floor
actions. One was declined to consider, one was withdrawn because it was a duplicate of one of
the other preamble floor actions. Then we had another floor action presented after the votes of
two preamble floor actions. The final floor action was to give the General Service Board
direction of which preamble we approved. Are you confused yet? I know I was, especially as the
night got later.
The Grapevine Conference Committee decided to take no action on the changing the preamble to
gender neutral language. The committee felt that more information was need to make a decision.
This brought the floor actions that follow:
1. Change preamble from “Alcoholics Anonymous is a fellowship of men and women” to
“In Alcoholics Anonymous we share our experience, strength and hope with each other
that we may solve our common problem and help others to recover from alcoholism.”
2. Change preamble from “Alcoholics Anonymous is a fellowship of men and women” to
“Alcoholics Anonymous is a fellowship of people”
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3. That the Conference accept the verbiage for the preamble to be “people” not “In
Alcoholics Anonymous we share our experience, strength and hope with each other that
we may solve our common problem and help others to recover from alcoholism”
The question that keeps coming up at every Delegates Report that I have done is “Do we have to
change our preamble?” There is a tradition that states each Group is autonomous unless they are
injuring AA as a whole. The group has the option to choose the preamble they feel fits their
group’s needs. I also had a question about whether we were losing the copy write on the original
preamble. The answer, is no we now have the copy write on all three preambles.
So much happened at the General Service Conference and what I have shared today is a small
part of such a large whole. I sent a copy of the Final Conference Report to all the DCMs &
Committee Chairs. Our Webmaster put the Final Conference Report on AA-Montana.org under
Area Committee, Forms & other Documents, Other Document> 2021 General Service
Conference Final Report. I have ordered some hard copies and will be sent to each district.
I have had the honor to travel and present my Delegates Report to several Districts this summer.
My first one was for District 93 at the Lake Cuomo campout. We made it for supper and a great
meeting. The highlight was the auction that they do, what fun bidding on things I really did not
need. About 15 people came out bright and early Sunday morning to hear the report. Then I was
invited to District 81’s Founders Day Campout at Lubrecht Campground. The Campout was cohosted with the Phoenix Group. Xavier and his crew did an awesome job. I look forward to
going back next year. About 35 people were in attendance for this report. Because not everyone
in District 81 could make it to the campout, Trevor invited me to show up virtually at the District
meeting to answer any questions.
Lynne from District 11 invited me to come give the Delegates report in Billings at the beginning
of July. It was such a pleasure to be able to attend the District meeting, have lunch with everyone
and then share the Delegates Report with about 32 people. I finished the month out by giving my
report to about 25 people from District 91. They provided a wonderful spread of food which
included a great selection of sweets. I stayed for the District meeting before heading to a favorite
yogurt spot for a treat with Gerry, Kacie & Grant.
August I headed down to Columbus for the Fireman’s Point Campout. Work delayed me getting
out of Helena earlier, so we missed the Spam cook off. If you have never had experienced
Fireman’s point Spam cook off, try to make a point to be there next year. Sunday morning, I
gave the delegates report to about 20 people. There is a couple from Kentucky who attended
Fireman’s Point every year. They make sure they are there to hear the Delegates report. My last
report was the end of August for District 72. Unfortunately, Gerry and I came home from
Nebraska the week before with COVID. This was the 1st virtual delegate’s report I did. Even
though it was on Zoom, I was able to remain and attend the district meeting.
I mentioned the number of attendees to not show how many came but because I think the
numbers show how much we all need the human contact. So much so, they will even attend a
Delegates Report. Oh and by the way, did I mention I’m not a camper. My God has a great sense
of humor.
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I look forward to the reports that are still to come. In October, I’m headed to Havre MiniConference. In November, Great Falls Round-up Committee has asked me to give a report. It’s
not confirmed yet, but District 61 Workshop asked me to give a report.
25 years ago, I would have never imagined that I would be the one standing here giving the
Delegates report to the Area Assembly. 25 years ago, I could not imagine how much General
Service work would change me and my life. 25years ago, the idea of having a “fellowship grow
up around me” would have seem preposterous. You don’t have to wait 25 years to experience the
sense of belonging that the fellowship offers thru General Service work. You can start today by
raising your hand and saying, “Yes, I’m willing to serve.”
Thank you for the giving me a life beyond my dreams.
Connie R., Area 40 Delegate, Panel 71
Standing Committee Reports
Treatment and Accessibilities/Agenda/Bridging the Gap
Treatment Chair Report
Greetings!
As usual, I want to start by expressing my gratitude for the opportunity to
serve Area 40 and Alcoholics Anonymous. To be of service in any capacity is a far
cry from the life I used to live. And to be of service to the outfit that saved my life
is, even still, sometimes unbelievable to me. I am humbled and honored.
To sum up my actions since last Assembly, I honestly haven’t lived up to
my job duties. Many of you may remember that I went in for major surgery
approximately 3 weeks after Spring Assembly. The surgery was successful;
however, I was hospitalized twice in the month following it due to other
complications, and only began truly healing in mid-May and early June. That,
coupled with needing to stay on top of school, meant that my Area position got
moved to a back burner during that time.
At the last Assembly, I presented an idea in our committee meeting to set
up an Area-sponsored Zoom meeting that would be open to the various treatment
centers in Montana. While I thought it was a great idea, there were mixed feelings
about it on my committee during our meeting. Not wanting to be a committee of
one, I decided to wait to see if there was any interest expressed in the weeks after
Spring Assembly. Receiving no communication of interest, I remembered that
discretion is the better part of valor and dropped the idea, expecting that the
upcoming “end of COVID” would provide opportunities for me to be of service inperson. Of course, hindsight is 20/20 (no pun intended), and unless you live under
a rock we all know how that “end of COVID” business is working out. I will admit
that making plans for action is a difficult thing when the entire world seems to be
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in the midst of chaos and disorder.
Additionally, I haven’t received any communication from DCM’s or
district treatment chairs to provide support or guidance. Of course, communication
is a two-way street and I recognize my failing there. I did receive one email from a
treatment center in Butte about a meeting that was being brought to their facility by
a member of AA in that District. However, after a couple rounds of phone-tag I was
unable to determine the issue and received no reply from the contact at that
treatment center.
Epictetus said, “If you wish to improve, you must be content to be thought
foolish and stupid.” The Steps have taught me that admitting my faults is not an
ending, but an opportunity for a new beginning. I would like to kindly ask for
forgiveness and make the promise to exhibit better behavior in the future. In that
spirit, I have a clear idea of actions I can take over the fall and winter to live up to
my duties. DCM’s, expect some emails from me in the coming weeks to connect
with you or your district treatment chair. I also plan to start individually contacting
the treatment centers across our state to determine their needs or wants from AA,
and assist in getting them the resources they need.
Thank you for my sobriety, and for the opportunity to improve my life
through service to Alcoholics Anonymous. Though I do tend to forget, I am always
reminded of my debt to AA and have the sincere desire to improve and preserve it
for the next alcoholic stumbling through the door of their first meeting.
With gratitude,
Grant O.
Treatment Committee Report
Greetings!
I am pleased to report that we had a productive and enjoyable committee
meeting this morning. Those in attendance were Sheila J. (District 91 DCM), Mark
H. (District 93 DCM), Dave K. (District 11 GSR/Rep), Jerry T. (District 51 BTG),
Guenevere (District 61 BTG/Rep), and Chris H. (District 41 BTG).
We dealt with our agenda items thoroughly but quickly. First, I presented
my report. There were no questions posed, only helpful comments about my failing
as an Area chair due to recovering from surgery. Next, Jessica presented her report.
There was a question posed about who was submitting BTG requests through the
online BTG form.
Next, we reviewed treatment activities in Area 40. I asked each member to
comment on what treatment activities looked like in their respective Districts. There
were varied responses, but it was a common theme that not much was being done
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in-person due to returning or continued COVID restrictions. There was a question
posed about meetings at MCDC, which there wasn’t much information available to
answer with.
Immediately following this, we engaged in a long discussion about the use
of the online BTG form for professionals. Two members stated that the form should
be made more accessible. Prior to this, the form was only accessible if a
professional was given a specific link; the form was/is not linked to the Area site
and is not able to be found through a Google search. A motion was made and
seconded to create links to this form on the Area website, to make it more accessible
and not a “secret”.
Our discussion was very thorough, and many perspectives were considered.
We asked for and received guidance from Kacie, Alex, and Jake. Kacie gave helpful
guidance on submitting an agenda item versus a floor action. Alex and Jake gave
helpful advice and guidance on if this form could be “spammed” and if it was going
to remain secure and privacy-protected. Finally, the committee made the decision
to present a floor action, which you will see later this weekend.
Lastly, we circled back around to the General Service report. We reviewed
the workshop topics for the 2022 General Service Conference, and the approval of
audio interviews for AA members in various branches of the military. At this point,
we had strayed well into lunchtime, and we adjourned for lunch. I am lucky and
grateful to have chaired such a productive meeting, with amazing and energetic
members. Once again, I am humbled by being of service to AA.
Yours in service,
Grant O.
Bridging the Gap Chair Report
Area 40 Bridging The Gap Committee Mission Statement:
The purpose of the Temporary Contact Program is to "Bridge the Gap" between A.A. meetings in treatment
facilities, hospitals, prisons, and jails and the first A.A. meetings upon release in the home community.
Volunteer members of Alcoholics Anonymous usually acting in pairs, meet the client or inmate after release
and accompany them to their first A.A. meeting. Like all 12th Step work, this is never paid for. It is the goal
of Area 40 - Montana Bridging the Gap Committee, Treatment Facilities Committee, and Corrections
Committee to make this vital 12th Step work possible statewide.

BTG Chair Report Fall 2021
Greetings Area 40,
My name is Jessica E. and I am currently serving as your Area 40 Bridging the Gap
(BTG) Chair. Since spring assembly I have had the opportunity to respond to 7
BTG requests that have been submitted electronically with our new BTG electronic
submission form. This form was created for our Area to be accessed by
professionals in all of our treatment and correctional institutions to aid AA
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members in signing up for the BTG program. This was created for our fellowship
to support continuity with institutions regardless if we currently have AA
representation in attendance at meetings or the ability to provide BTG presentations
in the facility. As local BTG efforts communicate the availability of this electronic
submission form we are starting to have the opportunity to assist in connecting the
BTG participants with local communities. Although many facilities are responding
to local circumstances as a result of the Pandemic with regard to allowing face-toface meetings, these institutions are still receiving and releasing AAs and these
members are in need of temporary contacts.
As I received both the electronic and paper requests, I submitted them to your local
BTG chairs. All of the electronic requests were local requests. For districts that do
not currently have a BTG chair, I reached out to local committee members or local
AA members to connect the requests. For email and telephone requests that I
received for BTG participants that are transitioning out of state, I reached out to
their respective states to facilitate their request. I have assisted with transitions to
Washington, Idaho, Nevada, Virginia, California, Oklahoma, and Wyoming. If I
receive a request that is missing information, I follow-up with an email and a call
from BTG to initiate contact. I continue our relationship with Pine Hills
Correctional Facility to connect their AA’s with volunteers in our communities and
assist with our out-of-state BTG transfers whenever we are needed. I am currently
working with Rocky Mountain Treatment Center with their out of town transfers
and feel grateful to help in this way.
I am available to support local BTG efforts in Area 40 and if I can help, please let
me know. I have BTG materials for new chairs and I keep an updated list of BTG
contacts across the state. I would be happy to share my resources and Area 40's
tools with your local BTG coordinators or volunteers. If you presently have a BTG
vacancy, I am available to provide support to a district or a new chair as they step
into their new position.
I am so grateful for these opportunities to be of service and please let me know if I
can help support your districts in any way.
Thank you again for entrusting me to serve as your Area 40 BTG Chair.
Jessica E.
Grapevine and La Viña/Policy & Admissions
Grapevine Chair Report
Since our Area Assembly in March, I wish I could say that I have been extremely
busy with Grapevine. But in all honesty, other than getting some communication
from AA Grapevine, Inc. and Janet Bryan—Director of Operations at Grapevine,
Inc. not much has gone on. I have forwarded what I receive to those that are on my
committee, that I have information on.
I have struggled on what to put in my report, until I attended West Central Regional
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Forum, what a wonderful experience, again! There were so many new faces I was
able to meet. One gal in one of the workshops had 34 days sober and already into
service!!! I am so grateful to connect with others that carry the same passion that I
have been given for this program.
I have received the copy of the new book, Free On The Inside. The newest one
Prayer & Meditation was just released, so we will be getting that for our display
soon. I am still not sure when I will get to set up the display, I’m still hoping that
the Fall Round-up will go forth.
I am looking forward to getting back together with my committee and going over
the 71st General Service Conference report, I absolutely loved the groups
participation.
In closing, I so agree that I am ready like everyone else to get back to in person
meetings but also to keep each and everyone of us safe. I know there are many who
don’t like the zoom, and quite frankly I was getting tired of it too. But the other
night on my homegroup’s zoom meeting we had a fellow from Canada come and
he started talking and said those magic words to me, “and now about service”. I
was blown away! I mean, could he really read my mind? That was exactly what I
wanted to talk about. God does so many amazing things to further my recovery.
And because of that, I am now able to attend zoom meetings in Toronto Canada. I
do get to attend some meetings in person but I am forever grateful for the
opportunity to attend meetings all over the world. Some I can understand, some
not but I do know that we carry the same message….helping another alcoholic.
Thank you for allowing me to be of service
Jody T

Area 40 Grapevine/Policy & Admissions

Grapevine Committee Report
Attendance: Voting members are, Ken S. DCM D41 and Jessica S. DCM D62.
Non-voting members are, Jerry Alt. GSR D91(Grapevine chair for his District),
Jane GSR D61, Paul W. D91(Grapevine chair for homegroup), Betty M. D72, Lisa
D. GSR D11, and Caitlin C. GSR D61.
I would like to thank Jessica for agreeing to take minutes. I have found that no
matter what I ask, she says yes. Also, for all those who attended and for putting
input into the meeting.

Grapevine and La Vina—40 Chair
1.
Review assembly report of the Area Grapevine & La Vina Chair. Reviewed
and discussed.
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2.
Review activities of Grapevine and La Vina Committees in Groups and
Districts throughout Area 40.
Ken D41: Grapevine is not doing well because there isn’t anything happening in
person. District 41 does have an active Grapevine chair.
Jessica D61: The Literature store stays stocked with Grapevine literature.
Paul D91: People in this District haven’t been willing to serve in Grapevine, so
Paul stepped in. Paul is working to make Grapevine upfront in all meetings, rather
than a passing thought. He has also been participating in the inmate correspondence
and copying articles out of the Grapevine and sharing them in his letters.
Jerry D91: There is a Grapevine meeting in Columbia Falls. He is traveling around
the valley and sharing about the Grapevine with other meetings.
Jane D61: Attends the Friday morning Grapevine meeting. The meeting orders at
least 20 Grapevines and people can take them or they get passed on to the jail.
Lisa D11: The current chair is struggling to promote the Grapevine. Lisa has been
asking local groups if they have a Grapevine subscription. She has also started a
Grapevine information board in her group. Lisa is on the Grapevine committee
with the District chair.
Betty D72: This was her first time at the Grapevine Committee meeting. D72 had
an excess of funds and voted to use it for Grapevine subscriptions to send to the
jails, treatment centers and additional organizations. Some subscriptions are 1
year and others are the 2 year. D72 has been focused on getting people involved
and the Grapevine has been one of the ways. Betty also shared that she submitted
a story for the Grapevine.
Grapevine and La Vina—GSC
1.
Review the 71st General Service Conference Report. We went reviewed
and thoughtfully discussed the results from the report. Talked about the Instagram
account and the change of the wording in the preamble.
Policy and Admissions—GSC
1.
Review the 71st General Service Conference Report. We went over the 5
items that were
recommended.
In closing I would like to thank all of the members for their participation. With all
the ideas that were going around, it has given me more ways to involve the
Grapevine in every area of my life.
Thank you for allowing me to be of service. Jody T. D40 GV/PA
Public Information/Report & Charter/Website & Hotline
Public Information Chair Report
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Greetings everyone,
Since the last Assembly most of my efforts as PI Chair have gone toward getting a
feel for how many Area Districts are using public service announcements and what
they feel works and what doesn’t. In general, from what I’m hearing, Area 40 makes
little use of PSAs. It’s not that most aren’t interested in doing PSAs, it’s more the
question: How the heck do I do it? I encountered the same thing when I was District
91 PI Chair. The task is so full of unknowns it seemed overwhelming. It also
involved stepping way outside the comforting, familiar arms of the AA fellowship
and identifying myself in my community as an alcoholic. For me that wasn’t a
problem, but for some of us it is.
The unknowns include: How do I contact a radio station or TV station or
newspaper? What individual do I talk to? How do I find him or her? Is it free or is
there a cost? Then comes more unknowns. Once I reach someone, what do I do?
What does an AA public service announcement in my community look like? Where
do I get one? Do I or my committee have to write it out ourselves? If we do, does
it have to be an agenda item for a District meeting first? How in the heck do I get
my hands on a 30 second video for a TV station? And even if I do, what format do
I use to get it to them? Another issue is some of our Districts don’t actually have a
newspaper, radio, or TV station.
The GSO’s Public Information Kit has a lot of the answers, as does a General
Service Office booklet called Public Information Workbook. But reading these
publications is a lot easier than actually reaching out to our local media.
On that note I am offering my help to anyone in Area 40 who wants to initiate
public service announcements on their local level. My contact information is
available on the Area 40 website.
In addition, my plan this assembly is to use some of the spare time our PI
Committee will have after handling our regular agenda items to brainstorm a way
to offer assistance to those Area 40 District PIs that are interested in getting out
PSAs but aren’t certain how to do it.
In other service work related to my position as Area 40 PI Chair, I have continued
my duties as one of six members of the Grapevine Editorial Advisory Board. We
meet via ZOOM with the Grapevine Editor to mostly serve as a sounding board for
new ideas. Over the last month we evaluated several sample Grapevine podcasts
and offered suggestions on what seemed effective and what didn’t. Since one of the
current topics on the General Service PI Agenda is to review a progress report on
the development of two podcasts, this is of particular interest to my position.
I have also helped create the position of Hotline Chair in District 91 and am serving
in that position. The goal is to make sure every call to the Area 40 Hotline that’s
redirected to District 91 is answered. If anyone in another district is interest in
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looking at the job description we created for this position, please contact me and
I’ll send you a copy.
On a final note, I want to say I am humbled and grateful you have given me
the opportunity to serve as your PI Chair this rotation. I know I am certainly not
doing a perfect job, but I hope I’m at least making progress.
Jake H.
Public Information Committee Report
2021 Fall Assembly PI Committee report
(I read my personal report)
Before I begin my committee meeting report, I want to thank Mike O from District
71., Gene A from District 51., Haily D – District 51., Jana L. - District 41, and
Webmaster Alex M. for their invaluable, creative contributions to a productive Pi
Committee meeting. I am pleased to note that in spite of our short agenda, we used
all our allotted time.
We reviewed my personal PI Chair report.
Webmaster’s report:
Committee members reviewed the webmaster’s report.
Hotline Chair report
We were to review the Area 40’s Hotline Chair report, but Sabrina couldn’t make
it to the Assembly, so she sent us an email that explained her proposed job
description for the Hotline Chair job description agenda item. I am going to read
the opening part of her email and then explain the PI Committee’s decision on the
motion to create the job description.
I don't know if the Area intends to keep the Hotline Chair position under PI even
though it is a separate chair position now. I think it would be best to have it
standalone and have its own committee. So the proposed job description is drafted
with that in mind. Also, somehow directories need to be addressed. We are
spending a significant amount of money on directories and it keeps increasing each
year. I don't know if the directories should fall under the Hotline Chair position, but
it seems to me that would make sense. I am going to draft an agenda item for the
next Assembly requesting that we cancel all subscriptions. People do not use phone
books anymore. The Area might not agree with me... but there is only one way to
find out. I am not going to add the directories to the Hotline Chairperson job
description at this time.
Sabrina went on to list her job description suggestions, but again, they related to
having a standalone hotline chair committee, so as a committee we decided to table
the motion to create a hotline chair job description until Sabrina can attend. Sabrina
said she’s comfortable with delaying the decision until next assembly.
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Review activities of PI Committees in groups and districts throughout Area 40
Each member gave a small report on what changes have been made in their district.
All agreed that covid has slowed down the distribution of schedules and other
literature, and it was reported that a few districts have started Facebook groups to
share information of AA events, announcements, and materials. So far it seems only
a couple of districts are using public service announcements.
Public Information - GSC
We reviewed the 71st General Service Conference Public Information report.
Report and Charter GSC
We review the 71st GSC Report and Charter report.
Both reports are available in the background material on the Area 40 website
dashboard. Neither report required any action by the Area 40 PI Committee.
With our remaining time, after vigorous discussion, the PI committee decided to
make a sample PSA announcement on behalf of the hotline with the help of Mike
O, who works at a radio station. The sample PSA will be distributed to the PI
Committee for review before it’s made available to the various districts in Area 40.
We feel this might make it easier for districts to get the ball rolling on PSAs, if they
wish to.
We discussed a suggestion is to bring back to district PIs the idea of creating an
email address that people could reach out to instead of having to make a phone call.
Some potential answerers can’t serve because though they have continual access to
email, they cannot take phone calls while at work.
Someone asked where to get the GSO’s Public Information Kit for Area 40 PIs.
Alex noted that you can go to the AA.org website to view the public information
workbook, as well as all the committee workbooks as pdf files. There is also a
newcomer packet available on the website. This is a way to virtually give the
newcomers information and pamphlets.
After a lot of very productive discussion, The PI committee decided to do a onetime printing of 3” by 8 ½” hard stock notice/flyers to distribute to each of the area
40 districts to be placed on bulletin boards in places like laundromats, convenience
stores, and other places where people with a problem with alcohol might see them.
The flyers will read: “If you think you have a problem with alcohol, contact A.A.
We can help.” This text is suggested by the GSO. The notices will include the
aa.montana.org website address as the contact to find a meeting. If the Area 40
districts find these cards useful, they will be encouraged to make and distribute their
own additional flyers. We had a long discussion about what the flyer should say
and what contact information should be included. The committee decided to keep
it simple and put the area website for the contact information. In the future we may
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add the Hotline number. Our hesitation at this time involved the feeling that in some
of the less populated districts the hotline may have trouble finding enough available
answerers for every call twenty-four hours a day. Our area 40 treasurer told us we
could use our existing “office expenses” budget to produce these flyers.
We also very briefly discussed having the Area PI Chair take it upon himself/herself
to contact the major media outlets in the state, like the Billings Gazette, the
Missoulian, The Daily Interlake in Kalispell, the Helena paper, and other similar
outlets in order to place A.A. PSAs. Our concern was such an action might “step
on the toes” of District PI Committees. We will continue this discussion at the next
assembly. In the meantime, I welcome people’s opinions. My contact information
is on the Area 40 website.
Thanks for the opportunity to serve,
Jake H
Webmaster Report
Dear Area 40,
Alex, alcoholic. Currently serving as your Area webmaster.
Since we last met, I have been busy with the usual duties of the webmaster. Answering emails
coming in through the form on the home page for folks looking for meetings and information
about A.A. I have also updated content on the site as well as updating quite a bit of code in the
background.
I am excited to announce that we have a working interface between our database and the Meeting
Guide app available at Google Play and the App Store. The bulk of that effort goes to Jake L our
current Treasurer and past Webmaster. If you don't see your Home Group's meetings on the
Meeting Guide app, please send me an email to webmaster@aa-montana.org and I will
investigate it. There are still a few details we are working out.
Thanks for allowing me to be your webmaster!
In service,
Alex M, Area 40 Webmaster
Hotline Chair Report
No report given. Position development discussed in committee (see above).
Archives/Area 40 Structure & Policy
Archives Chair Report
Hello Area 40,
I have little to report since the Spring Assembly except that I have been keeping in
contact with my committee and keeping abreast of the developments of this agenda.
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After careful consideration of all of the dashboard materials, and the initial
understanding that I would not be present in person this weekend, my committee
graciously agreed to meet virtually so that we could address the bulk of our agenda
prior to the committee meeting this weekend. We met virtually on August 15, 2021,
attendees included Earl, Trevor, Brynn and Nels. We carefully considered the
proposal forms and any background information on several of our agenda items
with the hopes of clarifying and reinforcing our conscience this weekend. We look
forward to sharing that conscience which resulted in one motion, field questions,
and hear the important discussion surrounding many of these items.
Thanks to Earl, Trevor, and Nels for their attendance and perspectives at both our
preliminary virtual meeting and then again today.
I thank you again for your support and the opportunity to serve.
Sincerely,
Brynn C
Archives Committee Minutes (August 15, 2021)
Archives – Area 40
1. Review assembly report of the Area 40 Archives Chair
2. Review assembly report or the Area 40 Archivist
3. Review activities of Archives Committees in Groups and Districts throughout
Area 40
Structure and Policy – Area 40
1. Review Spring Assembly Evaluation Report
With response to the survey question:


“Could you hear?” 44 said yes, and 8 said no



“Could you follow along”? 51 yes and no



“Could you receive help with technical issues?” 50 yes, 2, no



“Did Zoom platform meet our needs?” 49 yes and 3 no

Highlights of comments included many people wanting to return to in person, while
others hoped hybrid options would be explored/available in the future as they
thought it promoted accessibility and attendance, etc. Many felt the voting process
was challenging and that there ought to be a test vote or a way for results to be
posted for longer (or made publicly available) so that participants can report
numbers to their groups. Watch parties had some technical difficulties and/or
problems with hearing.
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2. In the spirit of keeping our organizational documents as up to date and
reflective of our current practices as possible the Archives Structure and
Policy Committee recommends the following edits be made to the Area 40
Policies and Procedures manual:
a. Item 6.1 – Replace last sentence beginning, “Every six months…” with,
“The financial report is posted on the Area 40 website and, also, emailed to the Finance and Area Committees monthly.”
b. Items 8.1 and G4.5 – Add sentence stating, “The Area 40 Treasurer is a
secondary signer on the Pink Can account.”
c. Item G5.3 – Insert “and a District Representative” after “…and a
DCM…” to read, “…and a DCM and District Representative selected
from the hat.”
d. Add Item G5.7 – “The finance and area committees will receive e-mailed
monthly financial reports from the Treasurer.”
e. Item G12.5j – Change the “PI Chair” to “Hotline Chair” in the second
sentence. Delete the remainder of the second sentence after “…to the
Area 40 Treasurer for payment.” Delete the third sentence.
f. Add Item G12.5l – “Area Treasurer is also a secondary signer on the Pink
Can account.”
g. Item Q12.3 – Replace the word “useful” with the word “recommended”
at the end of the sentence.
3. Discuss if all Area 40 positions should be held by AA members residing in
Area 40.
This item was discussed at length. Some highlights of the discussion included:
• Concept 9: The ability of our area to find qualified servants within our
boundaries (how this isn’t always possible, as was the case with the Spring
2021 webmaster election), might we need to in certain cases find qualified
servants outside of our area?
• Professionalizing AA: Should we pay for high skilled services such as a
webmaster?
• It was an important precedent to elect someone from out of state to serve
our area this past spring, what does that mean for future elections?
• Ultimately the committee decided that they trust the Area 40 body to weigh
and consider issues surrounding this topic on a case by case basis and make
the most informed decision for our area in real time. We did not feel it was
necessary to codify this idea with a new policy/procedure/rule at this point
in time, although we acknowledge that it may be necessary to do so in the
future.
4. Consider rotation of the Area Assembly, allowing the Area Advisor to select
the locations for the next rotation by accepting bids from interested districts.
5. Consider changing the Triangle schedule to produce four issues per year.
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•
•

This item was also discussed at length. Highlights included:
The effectiveness and ultimate burden of the Triangle in our Area
o Generating content
o Do people read it?
o Past Area inventories have continued to reveal issues with the
Triangle that have yet to be addressed
• Missing data from the proposal form:
o How many hits is the Triangle getting in its new digital form?
o How many subscriptions remain?
o Who reads the publication and why?
o Would making less yearly publications actually solve the problems
of the Triangle?
Ultimately the committee determined that there was not enough information on the
proposal form to create a motion that might drastically alter the Triangle without
fully considering all aspects.
Motion: The Structure and Policy committee recommends that an ad hoc committee
be formed to address several concerns surrounding the Area 40 Triangle. The
committee ought to address the following questions:
o What is the circulation/readership of the Area 40 Triangle?
o

How many paid subscriptions are there?

o

How many hits are there to the Triangle webpage?

o

How many times a year should the Triangle be produced?

o

What should the content of the Triangle be?

o

How should that contact be generated?

o

What should the role of the Area 40 Triangle Editor be?

o

Non-rotating position, etc.

o

What is the expense of producing the Triangle?

Should Area 40 continue to support the production of the Area 40 Triangle?
Once assigned by the Area Chair the committee will convene for six months and
report their findings at the Spring 2022 Assembly.
o

Archives – GSC
1. Review the 71st General Service Conference Report
Report reviewed
Archives Committee Minutes (September 18, 2021)
1. Review assembly report of the Area 40 Archives Chair:
Hello Area 40,
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Due to Covid 19 and a busy summer schedule I was unable to make it to the Archives for a
summer pilgrimage, although I will do so as soon as possible.
I have little to report since the Spring Assembly except that I have been keeping in contact
with my committee and keeping abreast of the developments of this agenda. After careful
consideration of all of the dashboard materials, and the initial understanding that I would not
be present in person this weekend, my committee graciously agreed to meet virtually so that
we could address the bulk of our agenda prior to the committee meeting this weekend. We
met virtually on August 15, 2021, attendees included Earl, Trevor, Brynn and Nels. We
carefully considered the proposal forms and any background information on several of our
agenda items with the hopes of clarifying and reinforcing our conscience this weekend.
Thanks to Earl, Trevor, and Nels for their attendance at the August 15th meeting and then
members Jim J (sub for Laurel - voting member) / District 71 Alt-DCM, Ian D (honorary
voting member) / District 81, Julie R (honorary voting member) / District 72, Sam B
(honorary voting member) / District 93 and Joe D (honorary voting member) / District 72 for
their attendance and contributions today.
I thank you again for your support and the opportunity to serve.
Sincerely,
Brynn C
2. Review assembly report or the Area 40 Archivist
3. Review activities of Archives Committees in Groups and Districts throughout Area
40: little knowledge was known or presented; however, Earl extended an invitation to
anyone, but especially district committee members to visit the archives. He noted, while not
a museum, the repository can be accessed for specific purposes and even via some people’s
personal hotspot virtually.
The area had many questions about the functionality of the area archives and how it might be
possible to do a Zoom or video tour.
Structure and Policy – Area 40
1. Review Spring Assembly Evaluation Report
With response to the survey question:
•
“Could you hear?” 44 said yes, and 8 said no
• “Could you follow along”? 51 yes and 1 no
• “Could you receive help with technical issues?” 50 yes, 2, no
• “Did Zoom platform meet our needs?” 49 yes and 3 no
Highlights of comments included many people wanting to return to in person, while
others hoped hybrid options would be explored/available in the future as they thought it
promoted accessibility and attendance, etc. Many felt the voting process was challenging and
that there ought to be a test vote or a way for results to be posted for longer (or made publicly
available) so that participants can report numbers to their groups. Watch parties had some
technical difficulties and/or problems with hearing.
2. Consider updating the Area 40 Policy and Procedures.
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Motion: In the spirit of keeping our organizational documents as up to date and reflective of
our current practices as possible the Archives Structure and Policy Committee recommends
the following edits be made to the Area 40 Policies and Procedures manual:
a. Item 6.1 – Replace last sentence beginning, “Every six months…” with, “The
financial report is posted on the Area 40 website and, also, e-mailed to the
Finance and Area Committees monthly.”
b. Items 8.1 and G4.5 – Add sentence stating, “The Area 40 Treasurer is a secondary
signer on the Pink Can account.”
c. Item G5.3 – Insert “and a District Representative” after “…and a DCM…” to
read, “…and a DCM and District Representative selected from the hat.”
d. Add Item G5.7 – “The finance and area committees will receive e-mailed monthly
financial reports from the Treasurer.”
e. Item G12.5j – Change the “PI Chair” to “Hotline Chair” in the second
sentence. Delete the remainder of the second sentence after “…to the
Area 40 Treasurer for payment.” Delete the third sentence.
f. Add Item G12.5l – “Area Treasurer is also a secondary signer on the Pink Can
account.”
g. Item Q12.3 – Replace the word “useful” with the word “recommended” at the end of
the sentence.
3. Discuss if all Area 40 positions should be held by AA members residing in Area 40.
This item was discussed at length. Some highlights of the discussion included:
• Concept 9: The ability of our area to find qualified servants within our boundaries
(how this isn’t always possible, as was the case with the Spring 2021 webmaster
election), might we need to in certain cases find qualified servants outside of our
area?
• Professionalizing AA: Should we pay for high skilled services such as a
webmaster?
o Alex has always been involved with our website and has done so as a non
compensated service position
• It was an important precedent to elect someone from out of state to serve our area
this past spring, what does that mean for future elections?
• If we do we require people to be “residents” of Montana we would need to define
“residency”
• What is the difference between voting vs. non-voting Area positions? Should a
voting position be held by someone outside of our area/in other areas?
• Technology is becoming more and more complicated and many are giving their
technological services to the area at no cost.
Ultimately the committee decided that they trust the Area 40 body to weigh and
consider issues surrounding this topic on a case by case basis and make the most
informed decision for our area in real time. We did not feel it was necessary to codify
this idea with a new policy/procedure/rule at this point in time, although we
acknowledge that it may be necessary to do so in the future.
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4. Consider rotation of the Area Assembly, allowing the Area Advisor to select the
locations for the next rotation by accepting bids from interested districts
This item was discussed extensively, with highlights including:
• Many fall assemblies and ad hoc committees have discussed this over time and it
has not passed/alienates people from attending the fall assembly
• Benefits to having a long term relationship with one hotel
• Great Falls is centrally located, meets our needs and is cost effective
• A past ad hoc committee determined that there were only three real viable options
for hosting the assembly and two of the three of them were cost prohibitive: we
need to be guardians of our area’s money
• In this day and age we don’t even know the future of in person assemblies hybrid
options ought to be considered before rotation
• Some liked the spirit of rotation idea
• The proposal is complicated and the committee is uncertain of how to adopt it into
a viable motion
Ultimately, given these considerations, the committee opted to take no action. Following
hearty discussion from the assembly body. This resulted in a floor action to form an ad hoc
committee to address the feasibility of hybrid assemblies for the future of our body.
5. Consider changing the Triangle schedule to produce four issues per year.
This item was also discussed at length. Highlights included:
• The effectiveness and ultimate burden of the Triangle in our Area
o Generating content
o Do people read it?
o Past Area inventories have continued to reveal issues with the Triangle
that have yet to be addressed
• Missing data from the proposal form:
o How many hits is the Triangle getting in its new digital form?
o How many subscriptions remain?
o Who reads the publication and why?
o Would making less yearly publications actually solve the problems of the
Triangle?
• Only one copy of the Triangle has been available thus far this rotation.
• There is information/content out there of financial highlights, etc.
• How do groups utilize the new format? The new format was proposed to save
money.
• Struggling to find “relevant content” was a red flag
• Editors have struggled to generate content throughout several rotations
Ultimately the committee determined that there was not enough information on the
proposal form to create a motion that might drastically alter the Triangle without fully
considering all aspects.
Motion: The Structure and Policy committee recommends that an ad hoc committee be
formed to address several concerns surrounding the Area 40 Triangle. The committee
ought to address the following questions:
• What is the circulation/readership of the Area 40 Triangle?
o How many paid subscriptions are there?
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How many hits are there to the Triangle webpage?
• How many times a year should the Triangle be produced?
• What should the content of the Triangle be?
o Should the scope of the Triangle be expanded in Policies and
Procedures to include more personal interest content (archival
materials, etc)?
o How should that content be generated?
• What should the role of the Area 40 Triangle Editor be?
o Non-rotating position, etc.
• What is the expense of producing the Triangle?
• Should Area 40 continue to support the production of the Area 40 Triangle?
• Other research at their discretion including past actions, Policies and
Procedures, etc.
The committee should consider data from this and past rotations. Once assigned by the
Area Chair the committee will convene for six months investigating the inquiries above
and presenting their recommendations at the Spring 2022 Assembly.
o

During the assembly there was much discussion in support of this item. And the motion
passed with only 2 opposed.
Archives – GSC
1. Review the 71 General Service Conference Report
We did not have time to discuss this item.
st

The Archive Committee presented two motions to the Assembly:
1. MOTION: In the spirit of keeping our organizational documents as up to date and reflective
of our current practices as possible the Archives Structure and Policy Committee
recommends the following edits be made to the Area 40 Policies and Procedures manual:
a. Item 6.1 – Replace last sentence beginning, “Every six months…” with, “The
financial report is posted on the Area 40 website and, also, e-mailed to the Finance
and Area Committees monthly.”
b. Items 8.1 and G4.5 – Add sentence stating, “The Area 40 Treasurer is a secondary
signer on the Pink Can account.”
c. Item G5.3 – Insert “and a District Representative” after “…and a DCM…” to
read, “…and a DCM and District Representative selected from the hat.”
d. Add Item G5.7 – “The finance and area committees will receive e-mailed monthly
financial reports from the Treasurer.”
e. Item G12.5j – Change the “PI Chair” to “Hotline Chair” in the second sentence.
Delete the remainder of the second sentence after “…to the Area 40 Treasurer for
payment.” Delete the third sentence.
f. Add Item G12.5l – “Area Treasurer is also a secondary signer on the Pink Can
account.”
g. Item Q12.3 – Replace the word “useful” with the word “recommended” at the end
of the sentence.
PASSED 67 for/2 opposed/3 abstain
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2. MOTION: The Structure and Policy committee recommends that an ad hoc committee be
formed to address several concerns surrounding the Area 40 Triangle. The committee
ought to address the following questions:
• What is the circulation/readership of the Area 40 Triangle?
o How many paid subscriptions are there?
o How many hits are there to the Triangle webpage?
• How many times a year should the Triangle be produced?
• What should the content of the Triangle be?
o Should the scope of the Triangle be expanded in Policies and Procedures to
include more personal interest (archival materials, etc)?
o How should that content be generated?
• What should the role of the Area 40 Triangle Editor be?
o Non-rotating position, etc.
• What is the expense of producing the Triangle?
• Should Area 40 continue to support the production of the Area 40 Triangle?
• Consider other research at their discretion including past actions, Policies and
Procedures, etc.
The committee should consider data from this and past rotations. Once assigned by the
Area Chair the committee will convene for six months investigating the inquiries above
and presenting their recommendations at the Spring 2022 Assembly.
PASSED 63 for/2 opp/1 abs
Archivist Report
Good afternoon, Area 40. My name is Earl F
Area 40 Archivist.

and I am an alcoholic and I am serving as the

I don’t have a lot to report. I have spent most of the summer attending live and hybrid meetings
of my home group as well as a few zoom meetings at different locals across our Area. Since last
assembly, the only live event I have attended was the Founders Day event in Gt. Falls. I was
able to take items from our collection for a display and was asked to present a little of the history
of our founders. It was very well attended by locals as well as several folks who were traveling.
I was able to visit with a gentleman from the Akron, OH area who was very familiar with the
organization who oversees Dr. Bob’s house and the Akron Archives. I have attended several
Zoom functions this summer, including: The National AA Archives Workshop, The Greater
Chicago Archives Breakfast and the West Central Regional Forum last weekend. Zoom has
become a great way for me to attend many activities across the country and I am hoping to utilize
it in helping me to do interviews. (more about that later)
I have received very few reports or information from the Districts or the Area Committee Chairs.
I would like to encourage the Area Committee Chairs and the DCM’s to include me in their
correspondence so that we can create a history of your work in this rotation, to carry the message
to the still suffering alcoholic.
I have been approached recently with requests for archival interview and requests about visits to
the repository. Hopefully, this will be arranged. If your group or districts would like to visit and
tour the repository, please contact me by phone, text or email. I have received some recent
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inspiration for doing Archival Interviews through the zoom platform. I have an appointment for
an interview this next week with a past and present trusted servant. As I move forward in this
process, I will be in touch with several of you.
I was very interested that the financial presentation at last weekend’s forum and the financial
presentation this morning showed that a large portion of our expenses goes to Archives.
Processing, preservation and storage of our Archives does take time and some funding. Our rent
for the repository is $385 / month plus around $25 /month for power. We utilize a modified,
climate controlled, storage facility for our repository. We have approximately 900 sq ft that is
divided into three rooms and a restroom. We have ample room for our collection and a few
years ago this body approved utilizing some of our extra space for long term storage for district
archives collections. To date, this policy has not been acted on by any districts. Our collection
is safe and secure, the temperature stays in the 50 to 75 range and the humidity doesn’t get above
65 %. I have a budget for supplies and need to do some updating and digitizing of our materials,
so I will be utilizing some of those budgeted funds.
Thank you for allowing me to serve. Are there any questions.
Earl F

, Area 40 Archivist

Literature
Literature Chair Report
No report available.
Literature Committee Report
AREA 40 FALL ASSEMBLY LITERATURE COMMITTEE REPORT
September 18, 2021
The District 91 representative, Tabitha and District 93 representative, Gary B. attended
the meeting, District 12 and 42 DCM’s were not present. We didn’t have any business
requiring voting, so it was not a problem. Carleen L. (61), Susan H. (91), Carleen L.
(61), Megan P. (72), Steven, Jennifer, Sandy K.(91), Brian (91)
Literature-Area 40
1. Review assembly report of the Area 40 Literature Chair.
There was not a report from the Area 40 Literature Chair, but we are hoping to
receive it in time for the minutes.
2. Review activities of Literature Committees in Groups and Districts throughout Area
40
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We reviewed the Area 40 Committee Trusted Servant Guidelines and for the
Literature Committee Chair responsibilities and qualifications. They provide
guidance for our meeting and thoughts about what more might be done to use
Literature to carry the message of A.A. in the Area. Also, since elections for Area
service positions will take place in a year, ideas about who might be candidates for
the next rotation?
Members shared activities and discussed ideas about how to use literature
including:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Selling and giving away Big Books and 12&12’s & pamphlets
Displaying a variety of literature at all meetings
Encouraging newcomers to get a Big Book, paying for it if necessary
Workshops (one of the Area Chair responsibilities)
Cooperating with CPC to provide literature in professional office, ‘Sponsor your
doctor’
Announce availability of literature, chairperson available after meeting
Literature-GSC

1. Review the 71st General Service Conference Report
Members reviewed the Advisory Actions from the Conference Literature Committee
(motions passed) from the 71st General Service Conference, agenda items that did
not pass on the floor, agenda items on which the Conference Committee took no
action, and agenda items referred to the 2022 Conference Committee along with
notes about the sense of the Area from the Spring Assembly (chart attached).
There were some questions and discussion about Advisory Action #28 “A draft
version of the book, Alcoholics Anonymous (Fourth Edition), be translated into plain
and simple language and be developed in a way that is accessible and relatable to
as wide of an audience as possible and that a progress report or draft be brought
back to the 2022 Conference Committee on Literature”. Information shard by a
Trustee serving on the Trustee’s Literature Committee at the West Central Regional
Forum was shared about the process (standards for ‘plain language’ and companies
who do this kind of ‘translation”). Concerns were expressed about a clear statement
or purpose and goal. The Action Item seems vague and concerns over how it will be
framed were spoken. There were also comments about understanding the
challenges for people with limited reading or learning abilities and balancing
between a perfect translation and getting the message to everyone who needs it.
Although not a Literature Committee question, we discussed the Advisory Action to
change the wording of the preamble and the procedure (floor actions) on how that
came about. There was some discussion and clarification.
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Sharon provided some background to the process leading up to the floor action and
promised to confirm the information she shared. OOPS! It was incorrect. The
Grapevine Committee took no action on this agenda item, thus the floor action (s),
the 2nd and 3rd ones resulting in the change we see today. Connie covered this very
clearly in her report earlier today. Appreciation for this action, moving to more
inclusivity, was also expressed.
Thus we closed the committee meeting, grateful for each other and zoom, and
everyone’s participation in the committee meeting.
Thank you for the opportunity to serve, practice in being an elder statesperson.
Love and Service,
Sharon
LITERATURE
Advisory Actions

Area
40
Assembly

Spring

It was recommended that:
15 The “A.A.W.S. Policy on Conversion of Written Conference- No Discussion
approved Literature and Service Material into Video Format”
approved by the A.A. World Services, Inc. Board of Directors in
January 2020, be acknowledged and accepted by the General
Service Conference.
16

A Fifth Edition of the Big Book, Alcoholics Anonymous, be Sense of the Area
developed, including an update of stories to better reflect current agreed (Agenda item C)
membership, keeping in mind the 1995 Advisory Action that:
“The first 164 pages of the Big Book, Alcoholics Anonymous, the
Preface, the Forewords, ‘The Doctor’s Opinion,’ ‘Dr. Bob’s
Nightmare,’ and the Appendices remain as is,” and that a progress
report be brought back to the 2022 Conference Committee on
Literature.

17

Pending its development, the draft Fifth Edition of the Big Book Sense of the Area
would include a new foreword, an updated preface and updates to agreed (Agenda item C)
expand on existing ideas in Appendices III and V.

18

A revision be made to page 117 in the book, Twelve Steps and Sense of the Area
Twelve Traditions, replacing the phrase “opposite sex” with the agreed (Agenda item E)
word “partner” as follows, and that a footnote be added to provide
context to the change as it relates to inclusivity:
The text on page 117 which currently reads:
“Nearly every sound human being experiences, at some time
in life, a compelling desire to find a mate of the opposite sex
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19

20

21

22

with whom the fullest possible union can be made – spiritual,
mental, emotional, and physical. This mighty urge is the root of
great human accomplishments, a creative energy that deeply
influences our lives. God fashioned us that way. ...”
Be revised to read:
“Nearly every sound human being experiences, at some time in
life, a compelling desire to find a partner with whom the fullest
possible union can be made — spiritual, mental, emotional, and
physical. This mighty urge is the root of great human
accomplishments, a creative energy that deeply influences our
lives. God fashioned us that way. ...”
The sentence which includes the phrase “lustful enough to rape”
in paragraph one on page 66 in the chapter “Step Six” of the book,
Twelve Steps and Twelve Traditions, be revised to refer to the
Seven Deadly Sins without specific mention of examples that are
severe in nature as follows, and that a footnote be added to provide
context as to the basis for the change:
The text on page 66 which currently reads:
“No one wants to be angry enough to murder, lustful enough to
rape, gluttonous enough to ruin his health.”
Be revised to read:
“No one wants to commit the deadly sins of anger, lust or
gluttony.”
The pamphlet “A.A. for the Black and African-American
Alcoholic” be updated to include fresh stories and a new title that
is respectful and inclusive and that a progress report or draft
pamphlet be brought back to the 2022 Conference Committee on
Literature.

Sense of the Area
agreed (Agenda item E)

No discussion by the
committee or the
assembly (Agenda item
I)

The existing version of the pamphlet “The Twelve Traditions Sense of the Area
opposed (Agenda item
Illustrated” not be retired.
M)
The draft update of the pamphlet “The Twelve Traditions Sense of the Area
Illustrated” be approved with the working title, “Experience Has opposed (Agenda item
M)
Taught Us: Our Twelve Traditions Illustrated.”

23

The Long Form of each Tradition be included at the end of each Sense of the Area
essay for that Tradition in the book, Twelve Steps and Twelve opposed (Agenda item
Traditions, and that the complete set of Traditions at the back of V)
the book be retained as is.

24

A Fourth Edition of the book, Alcohólicos Anónimos, be No notes (Agenda item
developed, including an update of stories to better reflect current Q.)
membership, and that a progress report be brought back to the
2022 Conference Committee on Literature.
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25

The pamphlet, “Frequently Asked Questions About A.A.” be No discussion by
revised by omitting the text on page 17 “… including coffee, committee or Assembly
(Agenda item H.)
sandwiches, cakes or whatever else may be served,” as follows:
The line on page 17 currently reads:
“ …to defray the cost of renting a meeting place and other
meeting expenses, including coffee, sandwiches, cakes or
whatever else may be served.”
Be revised to read:
“ …to defray the cost of renting a meeting place and other
meeting expenses.”

26

The paragraph containing the suggestion that sponsor and
newcomer be of the same sex on page 12 in the pamphlet
“Questions and Answers on Sponsorship” be revised as follows:
The paragraph on page 12 currently reads:
In most instances, A.A. custom does suggest one limitation,
already noted on page 10: If the group is large enough to allow
a choice, sponsor and newcomer be of the same sex. The
reasons are the same from both viewpoints; we A.A. members,
no matter how long we have been sober, remain thoroughly
human, subject to emotions that might divert us from “our
primary purpose.”
Be revised to read:
A.A. custom does suggest one limitation: sponsorship should
be avoided whenever a romantic entanglement might arise
between sponsor and sponsee. We A.A. members, no matter
how long we have been sober, remain thoroughly human,
subject to emotions that might divert us from “our primary
purpose.”

27

The draft pamphlet for Spanish-speaking women in A.A. be No discussion by
committee or assembly
approved.
(Agenda item Q.)
A draft version of the book, Alcoholics Anonymous (Fourth Committee opposed;
Edition), be translated into plain and simple language and be sense of the area in
developed in a way that is accessible and relatable to as wide of an favor (Comments
audience as possible and that a progress report or draft be brought weighed on opposing)
back to the 2022 Conference Committee on Literature.

28

No discussion by
committee or assembly
(Agenda item I.)

Committee Recommended, no majority on the floor

Area 40 Spring
Assembly

Consider requests to revise text related to open meetings in the
pamphlet “The A.A. Group”.

Committee opposed,
Sense of area=opposed

No Action Taken

Area 40 Spring
Assembly
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Add a proposed addendum to a Fifth Edition foreward of the
book Alcoholics Anonymous at the time it is published. (Spring
Assembly Literature Agenda Item C.3. Sense of Area agreed

Agenda Item C.3 sense
of Area=agreed

Consider a request to add a subtitle to the booklet Living Sober

Agenda Item F - no
comments

Referred to 2022 Conference Committee

Area 40 Spring
Assembly

Consider revising the pamphlet, “The A.A. Group” to reflect the
importance of the group as a “spiritual entity” as stated in the
Long Form of Tradition Five

Committee opposed, no
discussion on floor

Consider updating the pamphlete “A.A. for the Native North
American”

Committee agreed, little
discussion on the floor

Consider updating the pamphlet “A.A. for the Native North
American”

Committee agreed, little
discussion on the floor

Review G.S.O. Publishing updates per the A.A.W.S. print policy
(Is A.A. for You?, Is there an alcoholic in your life? “Frequently
Asked Questions about AA., This is A.A.

Committee agreed, no
discussion

Finance
Finance Chair/Treasurer Report
Hello Area 40! Though I didn’t expect to be in this position at this point in time,
it’s been great to serve the Area starting in June, when our previous treasurer
stepped down. The pandemic complicated everything, but we were able to get
everything transferred over to me at the bank. Once we got all that completed with
new signature cards signed and updated software for my computer, I was able to
get QuickBooks up and running, balance the books, then file the necessary forms
and reports with the State of Montana and the IRS. Because there was a lapse in the
Treasurer commitments, it took some extra time to get the books caught up and all
bills paid and in good standing.
You may have noticed that the P.O. Box address was updated to Bozeman, if you
haven’t then please make note of the updated mailing address. PO Box 155
Bozeman, MT 59771-0155.
As I said in my highlights this morning, the current financial reports are available
on our area website. One report is classified by committee and other by line item.
Just two different ways to look at our expenses. The totals at the bottom should be
the same. Due to having two virtual assemblies and significantly less travel by our
committee members, our budgeted expenses are down about $18,000 so far this
year. The August ending checkbook balance shows $28,315. Subtracting the 4month operating expense prudent reserve leaves an operating balance of $15,246.96
which puts us in a comfortable position even though donations at running around
30% below average. Thank you to all your groups and districts for your continued
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support of Area 40 services!
The budget for 2022 has not significantly changed with the exception of the
increase in the Archives storage. The next Western Regional Forum isn’t scheduled
for 2023, so this also dropped off the budget for the coming years.
Thank you for my sobriety and continued spiritual growth through this opportunity
to serve our fellowship.
Yours in service,
Jake L., Area 40 Treasurer
Finance Committee Report
Minutes of Finance Committee Meeting 9/18/2021
Attendance
Voting members: Dave R. DCM D12.; Connie R. Delegate; Jake L., Treasurer;
Kacie N. Area Chair/Alt. Del.; Judy S. GSR D41
Finance Committee:
Jake read his report.
The committee reviewed the proposed budget in comparison to the last 4 years. The
only change that was made was to add an expense for the West Central Regional
Trustee to visit Area 40 during the Spring Assembly. Kacie N made a motion to
accept the 2022 budget, Dave R seconded.
Finance Committee recommends that the budget for 2022 be accepted by Area
40.
There was a discussion about the cost of the hotel and what our contract is with
them. None of the committee was aware of an existing contract with the hotel. Judy
S from Dist. 41 offered to go to the hotel to get a contract. Kacie will get Judy’s
information and pass it on to Paul L, Area Advisor.
Other Discussion:
Kacie wondered if we needed to consider a cost be added to the budget for hybrid
meetings. A suggestion was made that maybe an Ad-hoc committee to look at how
we can incorporate hybrid going forward.
A discussion was held about the P&P and how the officers are replaced by the third
legacy. This was brought up because in the past 3 years, the Treasurer has had to
be replaced 2xs and each time the Area Advisor did not feel qualified to do the job.
Finance Committee recommends that a change to P&P 4.7 be change to: “In
the event that the Area Chair/Alternate Delegate, Treasurer, or Secretary
resigns or becomes unable to serve, the Area Advisor shall assume the duties
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of the position if qualified until the next Area Assembly when a third legacy
election shall take place to select someone to fill out the term. If the Area
Advisor is not qualified or unable to serve, then the Area Chair will take
nominations from the fellowship to consider appointing an interim until the
following assembly. See 4.4.”
Since this is a change to how the area elects officers, it was best to recommend this
be referred to the Spring Assembly for the Structure and Policy committee to
address.
Thanks,
Jake & Committee
MOTION: The Finance Committee recommended that the proposed budget for 2022 (attached as
Appendix A) be accepted by Area 40. PASSED 61 for/0 opposed/3 abstain.
Corrections/International Conventions & Regional Forums
Corrections Chair Report
Hello Area 40! I would like to start by thanking you for allowing me to serve as
your Area 40 corrections chair. Corrections work has been a passion to me and
drastically enhanced the quality of my sobriety and my spiritual connection. It is an
honor and a privilege to get to serve AA in this capacity.
In the past year we have had to get very creative in carrying the message into jails
and institutions as covid shut down many facilities from allowing visitors and
volunteers. Fortunately, the AA message was still transmitted through phone and
video meetings. Fortunately, this year corrections work is beginning to open up all
around the state and many facilities are starting to allow in person AA meetings
and one on one sponsorship in person.
Montana State Prison recently opened up for our regular weekly meeting in which
AA members from all over the state carry the message every Saturday. I would like
to thank Gary E, our MSP liaison and coordinator for all of his work keeping in
contact with the prison and keeping the fellowship up to speed on our status to
volunteer.
I would really like to thank all of the district corrections chairs and committees for
staying in contact with the facilities in their respective districts making sure AA
doesn't fade away and the message is still available to anyone who wants it.
I would also like to thank Kevin, the current District 71 Grapevine chair for his
amazing work reaching out to all of the facilities in his district to see if they wanted
Grapevine subscriptions. He reached out to 11correctional facilities and 5 of them
really wanted Grapevine subscriptions for the inmates. We ended up sending out
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4/30/2021

5/10/2021

5/20/2021

5/24/2021

5/24/2021

5/27/2021
5/28/2021

6/29/2021

6/30/2021

7/26/2021
7/31/2021

8/31/2021

9/5/2021

April
Ending
Balance
D61
Corrections
Book
Request 24x
12x12 40x
Soft Big
Book
Anaconda
High Noon
Group
Contribution
Grapevine
Gallatin Co
Detention
Center
District 71
Grapevine
Project
Paper
Statement
Fee
May Ending
Balance
Paper
Statement
Fee
June
Ending
Balance
High Noon
Missoula,
Butte (Jenn
W)
Contribution
July Ending
Balance
August
Ending
Balance
D71
Corrections
Book
Request 60x

$5,631.51

$528.00

$65.67

$41.97

$260.73

$2.00
$4,864.48

$2.00

$4,862.48

$115.73
$4,978.21

$4,978.21

$513.00
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cross the border and it would be good to start the process soon if you are planning
on attending the 2025 International Convention.
Past Delegate and Trustee Sharing – Carole B.
Past Delegate, Panel 59; AAWS Director; AA Grapevine Director; and General Service Trustee
GSR Breakout (Ask-It Basket & Sharing)
Carole B, Past Delegate, Panel 59
Can GSR kits be ordered from the GSO, to have on-hand at [District 61] bookstore?
Yes. Also available electronically at aa.org
How do we get Preamble info?
Connie R.
Where is the Triangle?
Email Kaci and Connie to find out.
What is “APP Meeting Guide?”
An app available at the Google Store and Apple app store that allows you to find
meetings wherever you are in the United States.
How do we get the PI flyers “if you have a drinking problem…?”
PI Chair Jake H.
RE: Possible Floor Action creation discussed just before dinner break...Confused
as to why if the committee say they do not feel this is something that needs to be
addressed now - why is this a debate?
Clarified the difference. The item on the agenda was about rotating the Assembly
around the Area. The floor action is about ensuring we have an ad hoc committee
to investigate what capacities are necessary to conduct hybrid assemblies.
Most of the discussion centered around unity within groups. The present climate of
in-person, hybrid, and online meetings are making things difficult.
DCM Breakout (Ask-It Basket & Sharing)
Andrew W., Past Delegate, Panel 57
1. Where is the Triangle?
a. Gene D 51 – Pretty much wherever the Triangle editor is.
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2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

b. Mike – The Triangle is the Area 40 Newsletter, more than 10 years of triangles
are published on the website and accessible.
c. Rick D 72 - That’s the question he would ask every time he went to the mailbox
after he ordered it and never received it.
What is the App Meeting Guide?
a. Andrew - It is a Meeting App for your phone and tells you where all the meetings
are, where you are at. The Area 40 Secretary can update the meeting information.
b. Sheila D61 - Alex gave her an admin login to change meetings
c. Rick D72 - District 72’s bylaws leave that responsibility to the PI chair.
d. Gene D51 – the D 51 PI chair is also responsible for changing the webpage.
How do we get the PI flyers “If You Have a Drinking Problem”?
a. Gene D 51- PI committee will be printing about 300 cardboard flyers to put up in
grocery stores and public spaces to get the word out. This project hasn’t happened
yet, it was decided today.
Possible Floor Action creation was discussed just before dinner breaks… Confused
as to why if the committee says they don't feel this is something that needs to be
addressed now – why is this a debate?
a. Mike- This is a democratic process so that all can be heard.
b. Lynn D 11 – AA is backward and you learn after you get the position.
c. Jessica D61 – Asked Andrew if this is connected to Concept 5. Andrew Agreed
and noted that sometimes things come out of Committee that need to be
challenged.
d. Rick – Agreed that floor action procedure is a great thing about AA
How are you using technology in your district, especially considering the current
environment?
a. Gene D51 - Meeting had been meeting in the Hospital and had to leave because of
COVID. They moved to straight zoom. Meeting face to face and on Zoom. For
district meetings, they have been meeting on Rick’s patio and they set up a zoom
so they could have a hybrid. HRDC is too difficult to do hybrid because you have
to move things in and out, it isn’t conducive to hybrid.
b. Rick D72 – Formed an Ad Hoc Committee and they have a tech guy that they
have contracted for the district meeting. The District is looking to purchase
equipment to have for their district meetings. Identifying the things that need to be
addressed. The zoom helps with the outlying meetings.
c. Dave D 12 – Don’t do too much with technology. Did the first couple of district
meetings on zoom, and then it dropped down to about three people. Dave thought
it would be a good idea for the outlying communities, but they didn’t come. Only
one or two zoom meetings.
d. Lynn D 11 – Checked in with District multiple times and they want to keep doing
it live. Their District meets in the basement of a homegroup and the homegroup
might get Zoom and that might open things up for the District. D 11 will revisit.
e. Sheila D 91 – Interesting to hear the difference in the need for hybrid and zoom
meetings. D 91 uses an iPad and moves it around. Talked in the summer about
going back to all live and people didn’t want to. The zoom numbers are getting
higher again with COVID numbers going up.
Last Call For Questions
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a. Lynn D 11 - asked Andrew about his experience as a DCM – Andrew shared
about his experience. He shared about how before the committee system, it was
very crazy.
7. We closed with the Serenity Prayer

Sunday, September 19, 2021
Roundup Reports
Fall 2021 Roundup
Diane S. District 41, Fall 2021 Roundup Chair, Great Falls - November 5-7, 2021
Good morning area 40, greetings from the Roundup committee and your Roundup
chair. I come before you this morning with a heavy heart regarding the status of the
Roundup scheduled in Great Falls this November 5-7th. The committee has planned
ongoing live in person and has been diligently planning our program. Unfortunately
as many of you know Covid is on the rise again in all our communities and
unfortunately this seems to have affected the response from our fellowship with a
lack of registration for our event. We met on September the 12th and had a lengthy
discussion of our options. There was an overwhelming feeling of responsibility
concerning the size of our event with numbers of participants usually in the two to
three hundred range and increased transmission at these levels. At present count as
of today registration is sitting at a total of 11. Fiscally this is unacceptable to meet
just the venue costs. As most of you know Roundup's are expensive and we need
to be self-supporting. We decided to withhold making a decision until the 11th hour
or 30 days prior to the event to cancel. This gives us approximately another 10 days
to decide if we will see the minimum of 200 completed registrations. Many hours
have been spent in prayer and this decision is now in the fellowships hands and our
Higher Power. If registration minimums are not met we will need to cancel the
event and full refunds will be given to those with prior registrations minus the 3%
online fee to Eventbrite for those who registered on line. Please pass on to your
groups if you plan on attending to please register as soon as possible. Again we are
all anxious to meet again in person. There will be stations throughout the venue of
masks and plenty of hand sanitizer available. We as a committee will not mandate
masks or vaccination status and leave that decision to the individual. We will make
our final decision the end of September and post the results on the area 40 website.
In the event of a cancellation all our hard work will not be forfeited but saved to be
utilized in the future. I have had the pleasure of learning and growing as your
Roundup chair and appreciate all the help I have received along the way. Thank
you all. In service.
Diane S. 2021 Fall Roundup Chair
Spring 2022 Roundup
Robyn H, District 61, Spring 2022 Roundup Chair, Helena - May 13-15, 2022
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Good Morning!
I’m Robyn and I’m an alcoholic.
I am grateful to serve as the 2022 Spring Roundup Chair.
Save the Date:
“From Isolation to Fellowship” Spring Roundup being help May 13,14 and 15,
2022 at the Delta Hotel in Helena.
Things are starting to come together thanks to the following committee chairs and
members.
Nels S. and Merida S. – venue
Carol D and Larry B – entertainment
Patricia H – registration
Gerry R – speakers
Dennis M – vendors
Sara N – hospitality
Shannon S – Alanon
We still need the following committee chairs/members:
Treasurer
Secretary
Workshops
Raffle
Thank you for allowing me to serve
Robyn H
Fall 2022 Roundup
Sonya, District 91, Fall 2022 Roundup Chair, Kalispell – September 23-25, 2022
Greetings,
I apologize for not being able to attend Assembly, I had to work this weekend.
Please save the date for Fall 2022 Roundup, Sept 23, 24, 25. The Red Lion Inn in
Kalispell has been reserved. Look for more details in the future. Looking forward
to seeing you Fall 2022!
In service,
Sonya
Intergroup Reports
Southcentral Montana Intergroup
We have a thriving Intergroup that encompasses two districts and meets in Billings
the first Saturday of each month at 9:00am. We consist of a Chair, Vice-Chair,
Secretary, Treasurer, Bookstore Chair, Special Events Chair, and District Liaison,
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and typically have six IGRs present. One of our top goals is to bring the local AA
groups together to strengthen fellowship and communication in our AA
community. We do this by operating and maintaining the bookstore, which is open
from 10:00am-2:00pm every Saturday, with groups alternating to open it; attending
as many different groups as we can in our two districts and encouraging
representation and participation from those groups; keeping the meeting lists up to
date and stocked; and hosting several large events annually, among any other ideas
our members come up with. In 2021, we have been back on track with our events,
which have included Founders Day in March and Cooney Campout in July, and
we're gearing up for the holiday party in December (we'll announce the date for this
once we secure a venue). We have an enthusiastic committee whose members have
dedicated themselves to venturing out to meetings outside of Billings and getting
involved in those groups, as well as making sure to include them in our Intergroup
happenings. Our Liaison regularly attends the monthly business meetings for
Districts 11 and 12 and reports back to us on their news, which helps us to better
be of service. We invite any of you who find yourselves in Billings to join us at our
meeting and hope to see some of you at the holiday party in a few short months.
Yours in service,
Mal T.
Northwest Flathead Valley Intergroup
Grant O. gave a report on the recent activities of the Flathead Valley Intergroup, including a
successful Emery Bay campout event in August.
WACYPAA Report
T-Bone, GSL for WACYPAA 24, currently planned for May-July 2022 in Missoula.
Introduction
WACYPAA 24 is the planned 24th Western Area Conference of Young People in
AA. We include Young People in AA groups (The YPAAs, Sounds like “My
Paws”) from Alaska, British Columbia, Yukon and Alberta, Washington State,
Oregon and California, Hawai’i, Baja California, and Northern Mexico, Nevada,
Utah, Idaho, Montana and Wyoming, Colorado, Arizona, New Mexico and Texas.
We include groups of sober young people who are happy to travel long treks to
celebrate the joy and gratitude of being young, filled with hope and absolutely
insisting on enjoying life. I, Tim “T-Bone” Pleasant, (though I’m truly filet mignon)
sobered up at 22 in the mid-nineteen eighties and am two months shy of 60 y.o.a.,
and I’m still young people in AA. So what constitutes Young People is a little
subjective.
Report To Area 40 /dated September 19, 2021
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Originally, we were to hold WACYPAA 24 in January of 2021. But CoVid-19
intervened, and gave us the blessing of moving this event to a time in summer.
Right now, we plan to hold WACYPAA 24 sometime between May and July of
2022. Some time around Memorial Day to past the 4th of July...this is the present
time frame that we are looking at.
We are hosting a series of fundraising fun events to finance the event. Our war chest
stands at about $2000.00, and we plan to put on a Scary Movie Night, as well:

Plan For Area 40 Spring Assembly
By January, 2021, we will have a strong itinerary of our event, other fundraisers
will have been accomplished and we will be able to bring to the Assembly next
spring a full and complete invitation for the sober citizens of our Area.
We are looking for people who are interested in helping out and would love for
anyone outside of Missoula to reach out to us. Please contact Ian D. at 602-6390867 if you have any questions. Ian D. is our WACYPAA 24 Host Committee
Chairman.
Yours in Service:
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T-Bone P
WACYPAA 24 HOST COMMITTEE GENERAL SERVICE
LIAISON
Sobriety Date: June 27th 1984
917-683-7346 (Best To Text First)
twilliam.author.04@gmail.com
WACYPAA 24 Business Meeting
Sunday Oct. 3, 2021 (First Sunday of Month)
Zoom: 857 4425 9278, PW: 280041
In Person: St. Paul Lutheran Church, 200 Block Brooks Street
For further Info, call our Chair, Ian D. 692-639-0867
West Central Regional Forum Report
Summer G., GSR, Central Montana Group (D41), shared her impressions and notes as a firsttime attendee at 2021 WCRF.
Friday night attendance had less than 10 people.
*Everything started on time. We did not wait for late log ins and repeat instructions
were minimal
Saturday 126 participants - Not sure why there are pronouns after some of the
names? I thought we kept it simple, Name, Last Initial and State.
I tried to keep track of MT attendees, there were about 14 when I decided "not
many" was a sufficient assumption.
Box 459 has it been passed and distributed? Yes, digitally.
Interesting that the time of Forum seemed to cater to the East rather than
West...where it was "located"
pg. 86 paragraph moved to pg 85 mentione ( available to delegates)
(I did not read the following paragraph for time constraint at assembly)
From Steve S. GSO staff "regarding moving 86 paragraph to page 85 Here is the
wording of the proposed agenda item for the 2022 GSC which will be under
consideration by the trustees literature committee at their Oct. meeting:
Consider moving the placement of the following (full) paragraph on page 86 of the
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book, Alcoholics Anonymous to page 85 above the italicized wording Step 11. The
reason for this request is that this paragraph seems to be in the wrong place in the
chapter, as it is a 10th step suggestion and not part of Step Eleven. "When we retire
at night, we constructively review our day. Were we resentful, selfish, dishonest,
or afraid? Do we owe an apology? After making our review we ask God's
forgiveness and inquire what corrective measures should be taken." Trustee
Literature committee will discuss this item @ Oct. meeting for Sept. 15, 2022
Liz U Sat morn host How to Recover Unify and Serve, Unify is an action
15 yrs read from pg. 25 pg.417 and pg.52
If you want to check your spiritual health, make them questions.
Are you doing the 3rd step prayer.
*Wondered where the Serenity prayer and the Lord's prayer were doing forum
Honesty isn't just 'not lying', it's also NOT omitting.
*several comments when opened to share
GSO staff "practice the 11th step in a meeting, "sought through prayer and
meditation to improve our conscious contact with God, as we understood Him...
*opened for comments Ken S does not like the pronoun thing going on nor the
online situation. Stacy M stated Going to any lengths. Ramona shared responsibility
statement was written in 1965 (or first shared) by Al. S She also mentioned
Tradition 9 and Tradition 5 Connie R shared more on unity and opened for
discussion
* I learned the difference in a Class A and Class B Trustee
Was mentioned that alcohol consumption has increased enough that it is making
national news ** (this was my share that I did not share with assembly) We spent
so much time talking about fear at the beginning of the forum but we are living in
fear. The groups are watching the GSO assemblies etc and are following suit of
cancelling even when our local restrictions are not as high or as concerned as the
east coast with higher populations.
*Mentioned there are 1,473,390 members 34.8% of groups paricipate out of 71,190
registered groups there are 24, 779 contributing groups
* Kevin P. "Covid broke into the essence of what we are".
*Cara G. "not all services are being met" .Dave G. "Challenge contributions, $7.80
to encourage AA being fully self supporting". Melana ( I wish I could find this
woman, she was AMAZING) " I have no title, I'm just an alcoholic". Dorthy "The
employees of GSO are coming back to in person soon". Steve L. " concern with
veterans being reached and I am not a fan of special interest groups".
Eleanor W (also a fantastic woman) mentioned discussion of 5th edition Big Book
being plain english *Carolyn W shared "there is discussion of translating the 5th
edition into "plain language" it's a real thing, google it. They use a professional
translator, working on timeline, won't know until Nov. GSO meeting
I looked up "plain language"- 'writing designed to ensure the reader understands as
quickly, easily and completely as possible. Plain language strives to be easy to read,
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understand and use. It avoids verbose convoluted language and jargon'. I'm a drunk,
not an idiot and I think it is funny that the definition of plain language doesn't use
plain language. I appreciate Jake H 's share at the Spring Assembly "we don't
need to water this down or sugar coat the Big Book".
*Markings of the Journey was shared but is not available on the AA site as it is not
anonymous It is available some places for $8. Saturday attendees 134
*We had break out sessions I went to " Future of AA..."
Questions asked: 1. For those of you having hybrid meetings do you have any tips
for us? Several suggestions, mics, an OWL and price choices, sit in front of
computer while speaking etc. 2. Have members said online is in violation to our
traditions? Gene A DCM 51 "use the Big Book, 12x12, keep it AA we have reached
places where BTG has failed". Some groups are 100% online. * A woman from
FL (no idea why she was there or shared) stated that she has an issue with people
saying "Zoom" we should be saying virtual. A GSO staff responded I think we all
get the point and will try to use virtual but need to stay on task, code as I interpreted
stop nit picking.
*Tom " A lot of things are unfair. Read your literature. *Josh "do all meetings need
to meet all needs" discussion after. *Susan " do we need covid gsr's or virtual gsr's"
this had exciting discussion. *Carleen L "usually SOMEONE wants to get in a
tustle (HA! Loved her). *Melana " go to any lengths and willingness is unspoken
tradition, seems to me". Jim from Co asked to participate. 8Shannon P A24 D11
BTG has been discontinued
Nancy Mc...NA Trustee said to reach out to her for treatment info and questions
We will receive a digital copy of forum
Break out General Service and I had to go to work and missed the rest of Saturday
* I did not share any of Sunday notes with Assembly my timer was running out
Sunday Interpreters are fascinating and the translate button was pretty cool to hear
a man from Mexico share
Mention service positions in meetings to up involvement.
Seniors in AA grapevine "cooperation with the elder committee" access at aa.org
Asked "is the conference going online again or going to use 1. something million
dollars? " Several facets to this decision, can it be done safely, what is ethical, we
need to do the work to share the message, the sharing and being present is very
important.
Paul K financial aspect of virtual v.s in person: 2 virtual conferences have been
consisten, about $2,200 per GSO member to make $290,000 versus in person
$7,000 per conference member with a total of $ 925,000
-can you have a virtual and in person~ sounds like another hybrid for January
-West Central Regional Forum attendance comes back (no idea what this note
means)
-member stated he is uncomfortable talking about an agenda item
-Carolyn has been requesting a number of years Big Book changes be more opened
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and discussed
-someone asked why the login was so different James GSO "2020 was a webinar/
members wanted to see everyone
-will the conference include looking at other places other than NY ? Bob " we have
had discussion about looking into other areas
-will GSO have measures for masks/vaccine proof? Bob " we have to follow the
local laws, cooperating with state and local laws, Bob doesn't feel that this is an
outside issue
-AA is returning to in person work and following vaccine requirements (bit of a
mood change at the v word)
-will there be new information at the sw forum? Jame "different delegates same
information"
there will be a survey after the forum
-AA service manual will have note pages or wide margins for notes Carolyn W
shared it is a price difference issue not a popular vote issue, they want to use money
wisely, it looks like the manual will be around $4
-Ken S appreciates mentioning local health officials and stated " we don't add to
the local laws or take away from them, we do not govern" He also asked if anyone
has discussed moving GSO out of NY Bob (GSO) responded to comment about
health officials that most of the groups are following local and state health officials
-Linda C GSC is due for another survey of where the GSC could be the last survey
was in 2014 or 2015 IF there is a change it would be the end of 2025
-Jame H RF coordinator shared his info regionalforum@aa.org
-AA guidelines are under revision
-James announcements
"Area committee made the choice" Andrew W. Past Trustee Tom A. said something
about "Fundamentally...." that I missed he also brought up the 3rd edition
-Mike L. 421 registered 166 First time attendees
The West Central Regional Forum that was scheduled to occur this fall in Missoula has been
rescheduled for late August or early September 2023.
Past Delegate Sharing - Andrew W.
Past Delegate, Panel 57
Standing Committee Reports (cont’d)
CPC/Trustees
CPC Chair Report
Howdy Area 40,
It has been fairly quiet since we last met. I have not been asked for much from the
district's or groups. I have attended a couple of online CPC events nationally. I've
had some health issues which keep me from attending assembly but, I look forward
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to seeing you all at spring assembly.
Yours in Service,
Don M.
CPC Committee Report
Thanks to all who participated in the CPC/Trustees Committee meeting: Rick H,
Robyn H, Diane W, and tech support folks Bradley G and Anne B. We have no
recommendations.
1.
We reviewed Don’s report. It was short and sweet.
2.
We discussed possible activities. CPC work is difficult during the pandemic
times. One district person is just getting started. Another district has no CPC chair
at the moment. Building on what Class A Trustee Nancy McCarthy suggested, we
can contact parole officers as part of CPC work.
3.
We reviewed the Advisory Actions and Additional Considerations from
CPC in the GSC report. This includes the action to establish a LinkedIn page for
AAWS. Looking forward to seeing the report on this next spring. There was also
approval of a new pamphlet “Faith Leaders ask about Alcoholics Anonymous” and
an action to develop a new pamphlet to health professionals. The additional
considerations included developing a QR code to include in the CPC kit that would
link directly to the “For Professionals” web page at aa.org and the development of
a virtual CPC exhibit.
4.
We reviewed the Advisory Actions and Additional Considerations from
Trustees in the GSC report. This included the approval of the slates for the GSB,
AAWS Board and the AA Grapevine Board. We discussed the Trustee Committee
additional consideration on the Statement of Concern and motion to censure the
GSB.
Floor Actions
The Treatment and Accessibilities committee would like to present a floor action for consideration
at this Assembly. The floor action is as follows:
The Treatment Committee recommends that the link to the Bridging the Gap
electronic form on the Area 40 Website is made more accessible for
professionals. Final Area 40 website placement and design to be determined
by Area 40 Webmaster.
This would benefit the Area by making BTG more accessible for our professionals and enabling
easier access. There is no cost impact to the Area, except for the expense of the Area Webmasters
time to update the site. The proposal originated through organic discussion within our Treatment
committee. PASSED 50 for/5 opposed/2 abstain.

MOTION: Lynne W. – District 11 DCM – presented a motion by floor action for consideration at
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this Assembly:
That Area 40 form an ad hoc committee to research a hybrid version for
Spring 2022 Area Assembly, including buying the equipment and/or hiring a
professional service.
Possible Ad Hoc Questions
Some of the possible questions for the committee are:
What equipment would be needed? Can we update the event venue?
•
•
•

booster for internet
microphones
breakout rooms

What technology will be needed?
•
•

Area Zoom account?
What impact will the volume of activity make on accounts?

How many people are going to be needed to run it?
•
•
•

tech support
breakout rooms
polling including establishing quorum

How much $ are we proposing to spend, keeping in mind:
•
•
•

$ saved already & not spent from virtual Assemblies
$ budgeted for the Assemblies
$ saved in the future because not everyone would have to travel

The committee can research questions like these, and at the very least gather the
information so we can decide if a hybrid Assembly is an option in the Spring of 2022.
PASSED 42 for/15 opposed/3 abstain.
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Appendix A

Proposed 2022 Budget
Spring Assembly
Fall Assembly
Regional Service Conference
Regional Forum
Regional Trustee

7,800.00
7,800.00
2,300.00
0.00
800.00

Delegate Expenses
Area 40 share to GSC
Other Expenses
Other Expenses NYC
Roundups
Travel expenses
Total Delegate Expenses
Area Chair Expenses

1,800.00
500.00
475.00
500.00
1,825.00
5,100.00
600.00

Archivist Account
Archivist Display,Supplies & Travel
Archives Storage & Utilities
Total Archivist Account

150.00
4,955.00
5,105.00

Literature
General literature purchases
Total Literature

200.00
200.00

Public Information
Area Hotline Expenses
Directory Listings
Total Public Information
Website
Triangle
Committee Chair Post/Supplies
Committee Chair Travel
Computer Hardware/Software
Ad Hoc Committee
Other/Nat'l Workshops
Annual Filing Fee
TOTAL

3,000.00
2,400.00
5,400.00
200.00
3,000.00
400.00
2,200.00
125.00
0.00
1,500.00
20.00
42,550.00

Appendix B

Good morning! My name is Jake and I’m alcoholic, currently serving as your Area 40 Treasurer.
It’s my pleasure to present some Area 40 financial highlights this morning. To say the last year and a half
has been unusual is an understatement! So we took the liberty of further complicating things and by
having me step into the role after our previous treasurer stepped down.

A comparison with the last few years shows that 2021 doesn’t look normal, but it does look a bit like
2020. Here, contributions or income show as the purple bar. The budgeted expenses are the green bar.
And the actual expenses are shown in blue. In 2019, income and budget tracked fairly close hovering
around $38,000 and we were a bit over budget with actual expenses exceeding budget. Last year, 2020,
our contributions came close to the budget of almost $27,000, but expenses were significantly reduced
due to restrictions on travel and the lack of in person assemblies. I believe Julie covered some of that in
her report last fall as well as Jerimiah in the spring. But so far, in 2021, you can see that our expenses
are much lower than where they would normally be. In fact, they are under budget by roughly $18,000.
That is due to the spring assembly and GSC that were both held virtually which also reduced travel costs
for our trusted servants.

Normally I would have copies of the August financial reports printed out, but since this is virtual, you can
download the reports from the Area 40 website at www.aa-montana.org. Look under Financial Reports.
YTD 2021, the breakdown of expenses looks likes this. The Area’s share was paid to the General Service
Conference and a small amount of travel expenses this summer. The hotline expenses and directory
listings make up the Public Information piece of the pie. The Archives storage rent is paid annually and

also includes utilities. The remaining Other expense is the green wedge which is comprised of various
Area chair expenses, website, and things like postage and printing.
Again, our income is significantly ahead of expenses and budget, even though our contributions are
roughly 30% under the 5 year average.

Another way to look at our expenses is by line item. As you can see, the costs associated with archives
storage (rent and utilities) is the largest percentage of expenses consistent with normal years. The
orange wedge is our rent and electricity for the Archives storage. Telephone is our Area 800 number
directory listings and answering service. The travel line item total is predominantly our contribution to
the General Service Conference in the amount of $1,800 which happens annually. The other line item is
mainly software, dues, copies, printing, postage and other supplies.

During the uncertainty of the pandemic, our Area did not lose sight of our principle of self-support. Your
contributions continued to sustain our program services. Please send me an email if you have any
questions or have not seen your contributions deposited. We have had a few groups report that checks
were not deposited, I assure you that I have deposited all checks I have received. However, I am still
getting mail forwarded from both the Missoula and Billings PO Boxes. I have little confidence in the
comprehensiveness of the USPS forwarding system. So please ensure any contributions are sent to the
appropriate address.

We ended last year $12,900 under budget and our operating balance was in the black. So financially
speaking only, these reduced expenses have been a help to the Area checkbook as our income has also
been reduced by around 30%.

This chart shows the breakdown of contributions received through August 31st. The groups in our Area
contribute 99% of the income and Districts 0% this year which a stark difference from years past where
its typically been 3:1. The last < 1% came from Triangle subscriptions and individuals. Contributions YTD
total $15,021.29.

I’ll end with a quote from Bill W. “Respecting Money” from Language of the Heart: “Our spiritual way of
life is safe for future generations if, as a Society, we resist the temptation to receive money from the
outside world. But this leaves us with a responsibility – one that every member ought to understand. We
cannot skimp when the treasurer of our group passes the hat. Our groups, our areas, and AA as a whole
will not function unless our services are sufficient and their bills are paid.”
Thank you for your contributions to our Area!
And thank you for allowing me to serve!
Jake L.
Area 40 Treasurer
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